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Introduction 
Sir James Barrie, who was of Scottish birth but 
has become a world figure, has had the distinction of 
being a master in three arts, first as a novelist, then 
as a biographer, and lastly, as a dramatist. He is 
greatly loved by the English and Scottish people for 
his sympathetic handling of their problems through his 
writings . 
The present study is offered as an impartial en-
deavor to interpret Barrie's works in relation to his 
life . His literary achievements have been taken up as 
to the three types of writing and as far as possible in 
a chronological order within the type being discussed. 
Aside from Barrie's own works the f our books t hat 
have been most valuable as sources of information are: 
J.A. Hammerton's Barrie: The Story of a Genius, for 
biographical material; Patrick Braybrooke's J. M. Barrie: 
A study in Fairies and Mortals, for an interpretation 
of the dual personality of Barrie; Manly and Rickert's 
Contemporary British Literature for bibliographical 
material; and Moult's Barrie for a scholarly interpret-
ation of Barrie's works. An article published at the 
time of his death in the New York Times for June 19, 1937, 
gave facts concerning the life of Sir James Barrie that 
I was unable to find elsewhere. 
To Doctor McGinni s , my major professor, who has 
read and reread my thesis, showing infinite patience, I 
wi sh to express my sincere thanks. To Doctor Streeter, 
who has given me the information regarding the mechanics 
of writing and has arranged several "inter-library loansu 
for me, appreciation also is due. 
- CHAPTER I 
Boyhood and School Days 1860-82 
Kirriemuir Or Early Years 1860-70 
Northward from London four-hundred fifty miles 
and southvrnrd from Edinburgh ninety miles, lies t h e 
town of Kirrlemuir, with its we atherbeaten houses 
standing high above a lovely glen, through which the 
Gairie flows. This villag e of not more than three 
thousand inhabitants has become famous as the b irth-
place of Sir James Matthew Barrie, who was born on the 
ninth of May, 1860. He wa s destined to lif t people, 
through his literary pursuits, from t heir every-day 
hum-drum existence into the realm of t h e real, and to 
bring to their minds old truths, which, if applied, 
would be a never-ending source of corn.fort to them, 
when trials come which are hard to endure. 
It would be impossible to write a biography of 
Sir James Matthew Barrie without putting into it much 
of his mother, for she was the most profound influence 
in his life . Their lives tog ether will b e dealt with 
at length in a later chapter; here the events of Barrie's 
life will be told in chronological order and will include 
his mother when it seems fitting to do so. 
On the day of his birth an important event occurred. 
The family became the proud owners of six hair-bottomed 
chairs. Barrie opens his inspiring book Margaret Ogilvy, 
which is a most charming pen picture of an unusual woman, 
his mother, with these words: 
On the day I was born we bought six hair-
bottomed chairs, and in our little home it was 
an event, the first great victory in a woman's 
long campaign; how they had been laboured for, 
the pound note and thirty-three penny bits they 
cost, the anxiety there was about the purchase, 
the show they made in possession of the west 
room, my father's unnatural coolness when he 
brought them in ( but his face was white). I 
so often heard the tale afterwards, and shared 
as a boy and man in so many similar triumphs, 
the coming of1 the chairs seems to be something I remembered. 
Nothing eventful is written concerning the first 
six years of his life, which were in all probability 
much the same as those of any Scottish youngster of 
that day. At this time, however, a very trag ic event 
occurred; his mother, Margaret Ogilvy ( it was the cus-
tom for the Scots to call married women by their maiden 
names), lost a son who was 1far away' at school in 
Dumfries Academy . This death affected her so terribly 
that she was never well again . James, who was to bring 
his mother so much happiness later on, tried his best 
to make her forget her great sorrow, and in his 
pathetic childish vway must have helped her, as the follow-
ing lines from Margaret Ogilvy show. 
I suppose I was an odd little figure; I 
have been told t hat my anxiety to brighten 
her gave my face a strained look and put a 
tremor into the joke . (I would stand on my 
head in the bed, my feet against the wall , 
and then cry excitedly 'Are you laughing, 
Mother?' )--and perhaps what made her some-
times wa s something I was unconscious of, but 
she did laugh suddenly now and then. G 
There were ten children in the Barrie family, 
James being the ninth ohe; there were other trag edies; 
but this death affected Barrie so strongly that when 
he became· a man and the brother was 11 still a boy of 
thirteen, 11 3 James wrote a litt le paper called, Dead 
This Twenty Years. Margaret Ogilvy never spoke to any-
one about the paper, rr not even to that daughter she 
loved best . 11 4 
Forfar 1870-187 2 
In 1870 when 'Jamie' was ten years of age , a change 
was taking place in the little town of Kirriemuir . It 
all happened so suddenly, it was as if a giant had enter-
ed in the night and had taken possession. Old buildings 
were torn do~n and factories put in their place . Another 
era had dawned; new customs and new fashions sprang into 
life, rr all as lusty as if they had been born at twenty-
one . 11 Kirriemuir had at last come under the inf'luence 
of the Industrial Revolution. This all affected the 
life of the community, bringing about changes which 
Barrie did not resent as he describ ed them in Margaret 
Ogilvy; but he does express regrets for the possible 
weakening of the closeness of the family life which he 
thinks is the chief source of Scotland's strength. This 
is very well expressed in the following lines from 
Margaret Ogilvy: 
'
1 So much of what is great in Scotland has 
sprung from the closeness of the family ties; 
it is there I sometimes fear my country is 
struck. u_.J-5 
He does not feel, ho~ever, as some do 
That we are all being redu ced to one level, 
that character abounds no more, and life itself 
is less interesting, such things I do not believe . 11 6 
"'*° CF'--Barrie was not the only Scottish wr i ter who held to 
this view. Burns in his ''he Cotter' t Saturday Night 11 
describes the beauties of a home night in Scotland and in 
the following verses sums up Barrie's beliefs concerning 
the chief source of Scotland's strength. 
t1 Then homeward all take off their sev 1 ral way; 
The youngling cottagers retire to rest: 
The parent-pair their secret homage pay, 
And proffer up to Heav 1 n the warm request, 
That He, who still s the raven ' s clam 1 rous nest, 
And decks t he lily fair in flow 1 ry pride; 
vould, in the way His wisdom sees the best 
For them, and for their little ones provide; 
But chief ly, in their hearts with grace divine preside. 
From scenes like the s e old Scotia's grandeur springs 
That makes her lov'd at home, rever'd abroad: 
Princes and lords are but the breath of kings; 
11 An honest man's the noblest work of God; n 
1nd certes, in fair virtue's heav'nly road, 
The cottage leaves the pala ce far behind; 
v~ ha t is a lordling ' s pomp? a cumbrous load, 
Disguising oft the wretch of human kind, 
Studied in arts of hell, in wickedness refined! tt 
The last few lines quoted show his passionate faith 
in humanity. This is an outstanding quality that he 
expresses in all his books, and is one of the reasons 
for his greatness. 
Because of the sudden change in this part of Scot-
land, James's father, David Barrie, exchanged his place 
at a handloom for a position as a bookkeeper in a f actory 
offic e. This necessitated a mo~e to the little town of 
Forfar. It was a great day for the Barrie family. Mar-
garet Ogilvy was too ill to go with them at this time, 
but Scottish daughters learned early to take the respons-
ibility of a household; so Barrie's sisters could have 
the home in order when their mother was well enough to 
be moved. 
In Hammerton's Barrie: The Story of a Genius, a 
picturesque description of their departure is given: 
11V ith the last of the pots and pans safely 
bestevrnd in the cart, little Jamie perches him-
self' on top and sets off on this adventure by 
road--the eager-eyed b oy , who entered Forfar, 
thrilling like some old conquistador advancing 
into a strange land, had
7
actually started on 
his career of conquest. " 
For Kirriemuir and Forfar were old-time rivals, as the 
t wo towns had met in combat many years before, on a 
piece of land that both of them had claimed. Drummond 
of Hawthornden wrote of it in the following stanza: 
11 The Kirriemorians and Forfarians met at Muirmoss, 
The Kirriemorians beat the Forfarians b ack to the cross. 
Sutors ye are, sutors ye'll be; 
Fie upon Forfar ! Kirriemuir bears the gree . 11 8 
To 'bear the gree 1 means to win the prize . Of course this 
encounter left a heritage of hate and a boy of ten would 
have many battles over it . 
The new home in Forfar had comforts that the Kirrie-
muir home could· not boast and the 11 six hair-bottomed 
chairs 11 had a much more advantageous setting. The kitchen 
was several times larger than the one they had left; so it 
may be seen that the Barries had come up in the world. 
Forf ar Academy 
11 Jamie 1 entered the Forf a r Academy a few weeks after 
the move to the new home. Wellwood Anderson, a school 
mate of Barrie's at this time, pictures 1111 Jamie 11 as a 
very ordinary lad of eleven years with no look of special 
promise; just another nbairn" among nineteen other Scotch 
lads. 
Wellwood Anderson, who had the distinction of being 
the editor of the school magazine, was the nephew of the 
Mr . Anderson who had connnanded the 11 Great' Eastern" fifteen 
years before, at the laying of the first Atlantic Cable. 
These people had a book shop and library in Forfar, which 
became a paradise to the boy from Kirriemuir. Mr. Ander-
son describes Barrie at t h is t ime as being a shy, sensit -
ive l ad who II was not overfond of athletics, but a keen 
lover of the country. ·' He says of ' Jamie 1 s ·' parents that 
they .- ere "sel.f- possessed and religio s and sociab le. 1*9 
Anderson paid t h em a very nice compliment b y b eing a 
regular visi tor in their home after ·' Jamie 11 h ad gone out 
of his li.fe. 
In spite of the hatred t h e t ;o to ,ns held for each 
other the Forfar connnunity was very friendly to the 
Bar ri es, and t h ey became fairly prosperous here ; but 
the Gairie linen works c alled David Barrie back to the 
old home town in 1872 , as a confidential clerk in their 
offices; so Jamie's orf ar Academy days were over . 
Kirriemuir Again 187G-73 
On their return to Kirriemuir , Barrie spent a pro-
fitab le year with his understanding mother b efore going 
to Dumfries Academy . He and his mother were insep~able. 
They read everything .from t he classics to Bobby Burns . 
They had sub scribed to a magazine cal led Sunshine , a 
most delicious periodical. It had contained a continued 
story about a ndear little girl, who sold water cress . ' 
"This romantic little crea ture took such a 
hold of my imag ination that I cannot eat water-
cress even now without emotion. I lay in b ed 
wonderiru?:.0what she ,ould b e up to in the next number . 11 '.! 
But "Jamie" was doomed to disappointment as the 'next 
number' did not come. He was so impatient and unhappy 
about it that his clever mother sugg ested that he write 
· the remaining chapters himself . How happy he must have 
been in this enthralling adventure. He rushed to the 
garret . (The new home the Barries had purchased on 
their return to Kirriemuir was big enough to boast a 
garret.) There the desire to write was b orn and- it 
never left the lad even in the face of opposition later 
on from editors and his own devoted mother, who always 
wanted him to become a minister • 
.After t1 Jamie 11 had written the chapters he would 
rush down to read them to his mother, who was making a 
new clouty hearth rug. These original stories from the 
pencil of llll Jamie 11 helped her to get on with her work. 
Barrie describes the first story writing as follows: 
·'From the day on which I first tasted blood 
in the garret , my mind was made up; there could 
be no hum-dreadful-drum exis t ence for me; lit-
erature was my game . rr ll 
Dumfries Academy 
(1873-1878) 
At the age of t v, elve, Barrie nput the literary 
calling to bed for a time, " in favor of cricket and games. 
But the burning desire never left him and it was not very 
many months ai'ter he had entered Dumfries Academy at the 
age of thirteen, uhtil his work on the school magazine, 
The Clown, fanned this d esire into a flame that continued 
to burn brightly for many years . Cop ies of this mag-
azine have become very valuable; especially the one ·hich 
contains an article called "Recollections of a School-
master , " written by him with the following signature: 
"James Barrie M. A. , A.s .s . , L.L .D. sic. 1112 This same 
boy with the M • •• , A.s.s., L.L.D. was made a b aronet on 
the king's birthday in 1913, at the age of fifty-three. 
'ifhe same plan of having the 'dominie' tell the story, 
which was first used in this article ~The Reckollections 
of a Schoolmaster" at this time gave charm t o his lat er 
books A Window in Thrums, The Little Minister , and Auld 
Licht Idylls . 
J ames met his first g reat man l·h en he was a boy at 
Dumfries. Thomas Carlyle came there to visit his sister 
l.,, 
and James often saw him in his "great shovel hat and 
cloak and thunderous staff--Jove coming down for a stroll 
in his favorite countr y. 11 13 The worshipful school b oy 
often met the great man and often doffed his cap but 
never got a respons e . 
Barrie at this time was an incessant r eader and a 
keen admirer of James Fenimore Cooper. His first friend-
ship at Dumfries was made through a mutual admiration 
for Cooper's works . 
11 A boy came up to James and looking him over 
from head to foot asked, 
Boy-- 1 v hat I s your high jump? 1 
Barrie--'Three and a half. What's yours?' 
Boy-- 1Four. What's your long jump?' 
Barrie--'Six. ~ha t's yours?' 
Boy,- 1 Seven. What's your hundred yards?' 
Barrie said he didn't know, but what was the 
other boy's? The other boy said, ' F'ive secs less 
than yours.' Barrie became angry as he saw what 
the other boy was trying to do, but he heard the 
boy say the one word, ' Pathfinder ,' and Barrie 
knew the boy was a reader of Cooper. 
1 I replied,' said Barrie, 'with the same brevity 
!I Chingachgook. 11 11 Hawkeye, 11 said he. ttThe Sarpent, " 
I replied. n I knew you had read about them," he 
said, "as soon as I saw you. " I asked him how he 
knew and he said he knew it by my cut. 
'I was uncertain what a "cut 11 was--I am not 
certain I know now--but when he said he liked my 
cut I had the sense to say that I liked his cut too--
11 D0 you remember, 11 he asked, "how Pathfinder 
laughed? 11 and I said, 11 Yes , he laughed so softly 
that no one could hear it ." 11Listen the:r;t, " said 
he; when I replied tha t I could hear nothing he 
said triumphantly, "Of course you can't, that was 
me laughing like Pathfinder . I always do it that 
way now. " And so we swore friendship because we 
liked each other's cut and every time we fell out 
after that was if I laughed like Pathfinder . 11 14 
Near t he close of his five years at Dumfries Academy, 
James wrote a three-volume novel or 'three decker' as they 
used to be call ed, entitled A Child of Nature. When 
he sent it to the publishers they returned it with a note 
prgnouncing it the work of a 'clever young lady.' This 
was hard to live do~n. Barrie loved to make sport of him-
self and one wonders if t his editor might have been 
created out of his own imag ination. 
It is at Dumfries that a glimpse is seen of the self 
that went into the making of the immortal Peter Pan along 
with the first glimpse of the enchanted garden in the 
same play . This description is given in the following 
lines by Barrie himself before a gathering of his 
colleagues in London years afterwards: 
rr vvhen the shades of night began to fall, 
certain young mathematicians changed their skins, 
crept up walls and do11vn trees, and became pir-
ates in a sort of Odyssey , that was long after-
wards to become the play Peter Pan. For our 
escapades in a certain Dumfries garden which is 
enchanted land to me, were certainly the 
genesis of that nefarious work. We lived in the 
tree tops, on coconuts attached thereto, and that 
were in bad condition; we were buccaneers and 
kept the log book of our depredat ions, an eerie 
journal without a trii:ggle in it to mar the 
beauty of its pages." 
The five years spent here were among the happ iest 
in Barrie's life . His studies were pursued with such 
freedom that he could give vent to hls talents as a 
writer, dramatist, and humorist . He speaks very frankly 
of these happy times in a speech given before a graduation 
class at Dumfries, years after his own departure f r om 
tha:b institution, which is a delightful mixture of frank-
ness and humor . 
11 My first play was very properly writ~en for 
the Dumfries Academy Dran1a tic Socie t y on whose 
boards I also made my only appearance as an c.1. ctor. 11 1 6 
Barrie states that he was so good when impersonat ing the 
heroine that a young man in the audience asked for an 
introdL1ction. 
"I think I did greatest credit to our 
admired V ebb the director and fast friend of 
Barrie 's on one occasion v1• hen the curtain 
rose on my husband and me about to partake 
of breakfast, and in his stag e fright my 
husband pulled the tab le cover and its con-
tents to the floor. How would a superb 
actress have risen to that emergency? I 
have asked some of them--Sarah Bernhardt and 
others--and none of them conceived anything 
equal to what Adele did--Adele was my name--
I went behind him, and putting my arms around 
his neck--yet not forget ting even in that 
supreme moment to be wary about my hair and 
hat--I said, 'You clumsy darling!' The 
house rose--I don't mean they went out--
several of them cheer ed, led on by Webb, 
who always led the applause . The next time 
I saw that play was in London with Miss 
Irene Vanbrugh in my part. You may guess I 
was critica l and she was nervous . I told 
her I thought her good but she y,s lacking 
in some of my womanly touches. " 
Barrie had a genuine skill in making sketches and 
caricatures . Since there are none of these left the 
reader will have to rely upon the words of his class-
mates; ho ,ever, the following story as told by the writer 
himself in the address mentioned in t he preced ing para-
graph shows that his sketches must have been out of the 
ordinary . 
rt once a learned profe s sor came to the 
Academy to examine us, and af t er some days of 
it I decided to absent myself from the final 
proceedings . Other boys were sent in pursuit, 
and there was a hot chase until I discovered 
that if I went slowly they also went slowly: 
that, in short, they were as little desirous 
of returning to Lochaber as I was . Thus did t hey 
thrmv away those precious hours . I ought to 
have exposed them. I do so now . As it was , I 
remember going to the station and from a safe 
place watching the prof e ssor go off in his train, 
before I returned to the school to find, alas! 
that the exruns were over . But Dr . Cranston 
had wanted me back only to commend me for a 
confiscated book of sketches . 11 18 
Dr . Crans ton was the head master at the Academy and was 
loved by all his students . When he died, among his treas-
ured possessions was found a collection of caricatures 
by his famous pupil . 
Another professor who had a profound influence on 
Barrie wa s his mathematics instructor, John Neilson. His 
famous pupil paid Mr. Neilson this fine tribute when they 
met after forty-six years of separat ion at a reunion 
dinner held in London in Neilson's honor. 
" I have more pride in presence of my old 
mathematical master here today than if you 
had produced any other man in Scotland . Those 
of you here who have sat under him and many 
thousands outside, have reason as I have, to 
roll that name (John Neilson) affectionately 
on the tongue, not necessarily because he was 
so determined to make us math~naticians , what-
ever might be our views on the subj ect--1 for 
one differed from him profoundly--but b ecause in 
our most impressionable years he set us an 
example of conduct and character that kept a 
guiding hand on our shoulders when we went out 
into the world. 11 19 
Barrie always speaks of his five years at Dumfries 
with affection touched with humorous reminiscences, which 
leave the listener with a feeling that t h ese years must 
have been ffinong the happiest ones of his life . 
His Edinburgh Days 
(1878-1882) 
Stevenson once said that the happiest lot in life 
is to be born a Scotchman. Hammerton says in Barrie: 
The Story of a Genius that he does not know whether 
Stevenson ' s assumption is true or not but he does know 
that no happier lot can bef all a young Scotsman than 
to be sent to Edinburgh University. There is, accord-
ing to Hammerton, no other place in the British Isles 
that has such natural beauty and romantic atmosphere 
to stir the youthful imag inat ion . 
There were several peop le at this time who in-
fluenced Barrie's choice of a university . There was 
John Fyfe, the hero of Kirriemuir who had left the loom 
to become a journalist . Even the influence of Margaret 
Ogilvy , who had told her boy fascinating stories about 
ministers and lavvyers to inspire him " to go and do 
likewise" was of little weight compared to this ideal 
who had gone from a hand loom to the staff of a big city 
newspaper . Fyfe had at t ended Edinburgh University. 
That was enough to turn Barrie's mind to it . Then his 
oldest brother , who was furnishing part of the money 
for Jamie's educa tion, had a very close friend living 
in Edinbu1--gh , Alexander Whyte, a minister at Free St . 
George's who was very fond of the young college men . 
He had a splendid influence over their moral life . 
This strongly influenced the Barrie family in the 
choice of a university for James. Barrie himself agreed 
because of the noted English literature instructor, 
Masson, the world's greatest authority on Milton, 
who taught at Edinburgh . 
~vhyte made James' entrance into colleg e life a 
very happy one, for it was he who guided Barrie into 
the "old Quadir and introduced him to men of authority, 
Masson being among these . Masson was greatly admired 
as well as loved by his students . To him literature 
was not an end in itself but a means of developing char-
acter and his profound influence on his students is 
talked of to this day . Masson's students always liked 
to see him when they were in his clasPes. A very 
humorous incident quoted in Hammerton's Barrie: The 
Story of a Genius from Barrie's Edinburgh Eleven 
shows the students' desire to see their instructor when 
he was lecturing to them: 
"The students in that class liked to see 
their professor as well as hear him. I let 
my hair grow long because it only annoyed 
other people , and one day there was dropped 
into my hand a note containing sixpence and 
the words : 'The students sitting behind 
you present their compliments and beg that you 
will ge t your hair cut with the enclosure as r 
it interferes with their view of the Professor . rr 20 
Hammert on makes the following corn.~ent on this passage: 
"Literature and long hair went tog eth er 
in those days . Stevenson also chea ted the 
barbers . There may be something to this story, 
but all through Barrie's books· the reader 
finds him building up situations whereby he 
can have a good laugh ap
1
hims elf; so this could 
be one of those times . 112 
Professor Blackie, James's Greek teacher, who 
meant as much to him as Masson, was a very odd chap. 
mwhen he noticed any physical peculiar-
ity about a student, such as a lisp , or g lass 
eye , or one leg long er than the other, or a 
broken nose, he was at once struck by it and 
asked him to breakfast . They were very lively 
breakfasts, the egg s served in tureens; but 
sometimes it was a collection of the maimed 
and crooked, and one person at the table--
not the host himself--used to tremble lest, 
making mirrors of each other, the ~uests 
should see why they were invited." 8 
These charming memory sketches taken f rom the 
Edinbur gh Eleven, written by Barrie, are valuable as 
autobiographical material and show a ke~n sense of 
humor although his teachers at this period are seen 
through the kindly eyes of an appreciat ive student. 
Barrie took an active part in a debating society, 
which was small as only the students f r om Dumf r i es and 
Galloway were admitted. His name app ears in t he minutes 
of all the meetings from 18 80-188 2 . 
His d esire for sp iritual enlightenment which he 
had inherited from his Auld Licht and Free Ki rk ancestors 
was hard to satisfy, for he says, in his Ed inburgh 
Eleven, that in his four wint ers' stay in Edinburgh ., he 
attended all but the Free Churches. 
It was in his student days at Edinburgh that Barrie 
met Robert Louis Stevenson for t he first and only 
time. Barrie told of this chance meeting when he gave 
one of his famous after dinner speeches at the Printers' 
Pension Cooperation Annual dinner in 1926: 
"The only time I met Stevenson was in Edin-
burgh and I had no idea who he was . It ~as in 
the winter of 1 79 . I remember the wind was 
1blawin' snell I when I set off that afternoon 
with my notebooks to the Humanities class of 
the University of Edinburgh . As I was cross-
ing Princes Street--a lasty corner--I ran 
against another wayfarer . Looking up, I saw 
that he was a young man of an exceeding ten-
uity of body, his eyes, his hair , already 
beginning to go b lack , and t hat he was we· ring a 
velvet jacket . He passed on., but he had bump ed 
against me, and I stood in the middle of the 
street, regardless of the traffic, and glared 
contemptuously after him . He must have grown 
conscious of this. I continued to glare at 
him and he came back and said tc me quite nicely: 
' Af ter all, God made me . 1 I said ' He is getting 
careless.' He lifted his cane, and then instead 
he said: •Do I know you? tt23 
After this meeting t hey went to an inn to chat together 
and eat. Nei t her had any money; so Barrie came away minus 
his notebooks and Stevenson his velvet jacket . 
Barrie lived very frugally during thes e years of 
coll ege life, as he relates in the following lines taken 
from a booklet entitled Happy Student Days: 
r' During my firs t three years I lived on 
a bout nine shilling s a week . In the first 
year I added to my income by coaching and it 
was imperatively necessary tha t I should do so, 
as out of my revenue of t wenty pounds I had to 
pay eleven pounds in fe es . In the following 
years I did journalistic work . \ hen I was sav-
ing up t o buy a book I would content myself 
Yith a penny roll and a glass of m:i.lk. I did 
not work hard at my studies but read vastly, 
reading anything and everything.u 24 
It is iell here to note the development of Barrie 
from his fun-loving days of Dumfries to the serious days 
of Edinburgh in which he found his fun in his work. At 
the Academy he was a lad of many friends, entering 
heartily into their boyish interests with no particular 
shyness, while at the University he wa s drawing more 
into himself, along v ith the habit of study, the shy-
ness was growing which has become proverbial, although 
the accounts of it in recent years have been exaggerated. 
Af t er he received his deg ree on April 21, 1888 , he 
returned to his home at Kirriemulr. He had written much 
but there was no demand for his worl .. ; however, he was 
not discouraged , even when his friends reproved him for 
his foolish ambition. Hannnerton in his Barrie : The Story 
of a Genius quotes, without an exa ct reference, the 
following lines from Barrie's pen: 
"Literature was my game. It was not highly 
thought of by those who wished me well. I remember 
being asked by two maiden ladie s about the time 
I left the University what I was to be, and when 
I brazenly replied., ' an author,' they flung up 
their hands and one exclaimed reproachfully, 
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CHAPTER II 
Barrie 's Adult Life 
To London By Way Of Nottingham 
Margaret Ogilvy's joy at having her son home 
again after so long an absence was short lived as 
"Jamie" felt that Edinburgh was a better place to 
be sending articles from than Kirriemuir . Early in 
the winter he took himself to Edinburgh and engag ed 
the same room that he had lived in during his coDege 
days . Many an envelope was put into his letter box 
addressed to nMr. Barrie, M.A . 11 in his own hand-
v;riting and containing a rejected manuscript . Th e lucky 
ones that got into print were surely a delight to 
Margaret Ogilvy and her favorite daughter, J ane Ann. 
This sister was the first to see an advertisement, in 
a newspaper, asking for a leader-writer on the Notting-
ham Journal , at the salary of three pounds a week. 
She let her brother know a bout this position; he went 
at once to see about it and secured it, then v1ent home 
to visit his mother before going to his new work. 
There was a domestic commotion caused by the great event 
which is described in Barrie's Margaret Ogilvy in an 
effective manner: 
71 At that moment I was as uplifted as the 
others, for the chance had come at last, with 
what we all regarded as a prodigious salary, 
but I was wanted in the b eginning of the week , 
and it suddenly struck me that leaders were the 
one thing I had always skipped. Leaders! How 
were they written? What were they about? My 
mother was already sitting triumphant among 
my socks and I durst not let her see me quaking-- n1 
Later in the day his mothe~wanted to knov1 what were 
11 leaders . "' Then a wild hunt began in order to find all 
the ne,,, spapers in the house. Some were taken from old 
boxes, others from under carpets, and in desperation a 
sooty bundle was dragg ed down from the chimney. "Sur-
rounded by these I sat down and studied how to become a 
journalist. " 2 
Barr ie went to the Nottingham Journal in the spring 
of 1883 and it was well that he se~ured this position on 
a third-rat e newspaper, as he had to writ e on any subject 
thatcame up . His position was comparable to that of 
the county attorney or the countr y doc t or who must be 
a specialist in all lines in his chosen profession . 
In his spare hours h e was trying journalism of 
another sort and sending it to London • .After he had been 
on the Nottingham Journal eighteen months he received 
an •unlooked for• telegram from Fredrick Greenwood, a 
well-known newspaper man of' London, asking Barr ie to 
write about his own comrnuni ty . 11 A boy who found that 
a knife had been put into his pocket in the night 
could not have been more surprisect, 11 3 says Barrie 
concerning his feelings when he received Greenwood's 
letter . 
When he sent his mother a London evening paper 
V'i ith an article entitled nAn Auld Licht Community, 11 
she laughed heartily becau se to her there was some-
thing droll in the sight of' 11 Auld Licht " in print . 
Barrie thought surely he had exhausted the 
subject, but when the editor called for more and more, 
he first wrote about a marriag e, then a funeral, and 
other topics pertaining to his community and the 
editor took them all. It looked as if the Scot lad was 
on the road to success. Margaret O[ilvy was called upon 
to search her memory for any material t hat might be 
converted into articles. After many of these had been 
printed, under the name of Gavin Og ilvy, Barrie wired 
Frederick Greenwood, saying , "Shall I come to London. 1' 
The editor's ans ~~ er was, 11 No. 1 
went . 11 4 
nso, rr says Barrie., 11 I 
Margaret Ogilvy had many fears at t h is time. She 
felt that her/son would be completely d estroyed in the 
great city of London . She warned him 
r'To always walk in the middle of the street 
(they jump out on you as you are turning a corner) , 
never venture forth after sunset, and always 
lock up everything ( I who could never lock up 
anything, except my heart in company) --She 
was soon able to sleep at nights without the dread 
that I should be walking presently with the iron-
work of certain park seats figured on my person . n5 
It must have been springtime madness that caused a 
young man with very little money and less than t wenty-five 
years of living to rush off to London, on such a slim 
chance of success . If it had not been for the kindness 
and encouragement of Greenwood, the "Grand Old Man of 
Fleet Street,n as he was called, the young writer would 
have suf'fered many hardships , and he might hav6 gone 
down in defeat . As it was, he encountered man.yfn.ore 
defeats than victories in those first few trying years. 
A friendship was formed at this time which was 
very fortunate for Barrie a little later on. t hile the 
writer of the 11 Auld Licht" was working on the St. James 
Gazette, Alexander Riach , - another Scot , was reporter on 
the Daily Telegram . The t wo became great friends and 
when Riach was appointed editor of the Edinburgh Evening 
Dispatch, he did not forget his p ersevering fellow 
countryman back in London. He asked Barrie to contribute 
regularly to his nev spaper. One of his articles entitled 
"The Reverend Doctor Whyte, 11 -i'" came to the notice of a 
·A"~, hyt e was the ministe:r\who influenced Barrie during his 
university days and has been told of in t h e first chapter . 
very influential churchman and editor, Robertson Nicoll, 
who became innnediately enthusiastic about Gavin Ogilvy's 
(Barrie's nom de plume} writings. It was through Nicoll 1 s 
influence that the writer's first serial story, ~hen a 
Man's Single, was published. With this encouragement 
Barrie began to look around for more material that he 
might put on the market. His stories of the Auld Licht 
community which had been a success serially, were refused 
in book form by the publishers. 
At this period of Barrie's career, one is impressed 
with the absence of seriousness in his writings. His 
outlook on life seemed to be the same as when he was a 
boy at Dumfries, playing pranks with his playma tes. He 
looked on lif e as a joyous curiosity shop which shou l d 
b e investig ated. His comic phraseology was new; h is 
readers liked to be an1used and he ~i hed to amus e them. 
His philosophy of life did not trouble h i m. The f ollow-
ing pas s ag e from J.A. Hammerton's book , Barri e: The 
Story of a Genius, g ives an excellent characterizati on 
of Barrie and his work at this time of free lancing. 
IRCall it luck, d e sign, or wha t you r ill, 
there seems to have been a happy turning of t he 
wheels of chance in Barrie's continued attach-
ment to the Comic Muse in his earlier (1886-88 } 
work in London. He was a literary genius with a 
journalist ~this elbow, he was al s o a frivo l ous 
young cynic with a man of sentiment under the 
same skin, and presently we shall see that it was 
his ability to be funny that gave the other 
side of him a chance. It was the seed t ime for 
the New Humor, the formula for which might be 
expressed thus: Take eighty-five percent of 
any ~omic stuff and fifteen percent of Dicken-
s en sentimentality, shake them lightly and 
let the sentimentalism precipitate itself at 
the bottom of the bottle. When the sediment 
is sufficiently treacly, deftly pour out the 
contents so that the sentimental sediment 
comes out last anq brings moisture to the eyes 
of the consumer. 11 6 
Margaret Ogilvy was becoming very ambitious for 
her son at this time and was insistent that he produce 
a book with his own name on it as heretofore he had 
\,/ 
used Gavin Ogi lvy in signing his articles and short 
stories. In Margaret Ogilvy, Barrie gives his mother's 
own words on the subject: 
11 'Ay, but though we're doing well, it's no 
the same as if they were a book with your name 
on it . 1 And so the ambitious woman would turn 
with a sigh, and I did my best to turn the Auld 
Licht Sketches into a book with my name on it . 
Scottish and English publishers refused to 
accept the book as a gift . I was wi lling to 
present it to them, but they wo,lld have it in 
no guise; ther' seemed to be a blight on every-
t hing Scotch . u 
When a Man's Single had been Barrie's first serial 
story and Auld Licht Idyls had been succes sful as 
arti cles., but Better Dead wa s his first book, published 
in 1888 with the name of J.M . Barrie on the fly leaf . 
It contained only sixteen thousand v,ords and sold for 
a shilling . It had a paper cover, 11 which b ore a colored 
drawing of a tall-hatted individual lurking at a street 
corner, knife in hand as two luckless pedestrians 
approached him . n
8 
One critic, according to Moult 1 s Barrie, declared 
that Barrie was not the author but t hat Oscar Wilde and 
Georg e Bernard Shaw had written it in collaboration. It 
contained enough wi tticisms to make a fortune for any 
humorist of today and was so well received that it 
went into a second edition during the year of its pub-
lication. 
A few months aSter Better Dead was printed an offer 
came from the publishers for the "poor llttle critters 
shut away in a drawer , 11 and Auld Licht Idylls, which 
the publishers had refused a few months before, was put 
on the market in book form and was a great success . I t 
was dedicated to his dear friend, adviser, and former 
employer, Frederick Greenwood. The critics did not seem 
to share the misgiving s of editors and publishers about 
its contents. In almost every instance their enthusiasm 
was beyond question . The reviews sounded like Thanks-
giving hymns for a writer of such freshnes s and charm. 
A Window in Thrums, published late in the same year, 
g ave Barrie three books to his credit in twelve months, 
and their author became the " talk of the town . 11 The 
year 1888 , for James Matthew Barrie, was a momentous one. 
The Successful Writer 
In 1889 Barrie was asked to join the Garrick Club. 
According to his mother it would take a feeble-minded 
person to even want to join this club . Her reaction 
to Barrie ' s entrance is given in Chapter IV . However, 
t nis was a very definite sign that the young literary 
genius had arrived as it was a mark of great literary 
distinction to be asked into this club . 
Three of his books , Auld Licht Idyls, W~en a Man's 
ingle, and A Window in Thrums, gave the writer the name 
of bei_ng t he founder of the r'Ka. ilyard School" of the 
Nineties, which was chara cterized by its realistic 
handling of the lives of the Scottish poor . 
My Lady Nicotinei hich was publ ished in 1890, was 
full of 1itticisms and caused much talk but vas not as 
popular as the other four . The Little Minister, pub-
lished in 1891, the "b ig thing 111 Barrie's readers had 
be en waiting for, crune out in the "old three-decker" 
f orm and was the ""hit of the year . " 
Sir Georg e Duglass gave a personal impression of 
Barrie at this time (189 2 ) published in a current mag-
a zine and reprinted by Hammerton . He does not give the 
exact reference, but the quotation is worth repeating 
here . 
"To the bodily eye Mr . Barrie has little, 
noth ing of the typical Scot . The high, pale 
brow, the dark hair and eyes, the chiselled 
refinement of the profile suggest Italy rather 
than the North . To me the f a ce bears a cert-
ain resemblance to the portraits of Edgar Allen 
Poe . The expression is shy, absorbed . There 
is little trace of affectation in the manner as 
in writing . It is only a touch of 1brusquerie 1 
in the add9ess by which the northerner is revealed . " 
Barrie's success being established as a novelist, 
he turned his attention to the theater and in 1892 his 
Walker , London was produced in London. It was not the 
success that the writer had hoped for, but out of it 
there grew a love affair between Barr ie and his leadi~5 
lady, a charming actress by the name of Miss Mary Ansell. 
They were married at Kirriemuir in 1894 and went to 
Switzerland for their honeymoon. Un their return they 
lived in very modest quarters in London. 
Barrie's chance meeting with Robert Louis Steven-
son, in Edinburgh, which was describ ed in a previo i s 
chapter, had through the medium of correspondence grown 
into a very fi ne friendship. When Barrie became quite 
ill in 1893 Robert Louis Stevenson wanted him to come 
to Samoa to recuperat e . The fol l owing quotations from 
Stevenson's letters over a period of t wo years will 
g ive t h e reader an idea of the warm friendship between 
these two Scottish writers: 
"They tell me your health is not strong . 
Man, come out here and try the prophet 's cham-
ber . Come, it will broaden your mind, and be 
the making of you, and be the making of me." 
(December, 1892) 
11
\ e all join in the cry, 1 Come to Valli.ma I 1 
My dear Sir, your soul's health is in it. You 
nill never do the great book ' till you come to 
Vailima." (December 1893) 
uNo , Barrie, 'tis in vain they try to 
alarm me with their bulletins . No doubt you 
are ill, and unco ill , I b elieve, but I have 
been so often in the same case that I know 
pleurisy and pneumonia are in vain against Scots-
men who can write . (I could once.) You cannot 
"imagine how near m1 this common calamity brings you . " (July, 1894) 0 
In a few weeks after this last letter Robert Louis 
Stevenson was dead. Barrie's sorrow at the sudden pass-
ing of one whom he had learned to respect and admire 
was expressed in an elegaic poem in the Bookman for 
January, 1995: 
j(No ' out the lights went stime by stime 
The tov,ns crept closer round the Kirk, 
No1 all the firths were smored in rime, 
Lost winds went wailing through the mirk . 
"A star thab shot across the night 
Struck fire on Pala 1 s mourning head, 
And left for aye a steadfast light 
By which the mother guards the dead. " 
Scotland is repre s ented as a mother g rieving for the 
loss of her brilliant son: 
"Her ~reast is old, it will not rise 
Her tearless sobs in anguish choke. 
God put His finger in her eyes, 
And then it was her tears that spoke . 
" The lad was mine! Erect she stands., 
No more by vain regrets oppress 1 t 
Once more her eyes are clear, her hands 
Are prou.dly crossed upon her breast . tt ll 
He produced nothing in 1894, which might have been 
because of his marriage or the need of a vacation after 
his severe illness the year before . 
His play, The Professor's Love Story, produced in 
1895~ was much better received than his \, alker, London, 
but even this success could not soften the blow caused 
by the death of his wonderful mother and his favorite 
sister, Jane . They died only a few days apart . 
Barrie was called to America in 1896 to interview 
Frohman . Hamrnerton says of this meeting between Frohman 
and Barrie : 
rt rt was the beginning of a friendship which 
speedily developed between t n ese t wo so diff erent 
in every characteristic except one: a yearning 
desire to retain throughout life the illusion of 
youth . Each had the same strong attachment to 
his mother , a fact which is probably associated 
with this attitude of mind . 11 l 2 
Frohman had successfully stag ed The Professor's 
Love Story in this country and thro .1gh much urging he 
got Barrie to write The Little Minister in the form of a 
play, which was stag ed in 1897 . This great producer also 
gave to America in 1901, Quality Street, and in 1904 the 
immortal Peter Pan with Miss Maude Adams . Mr. Frohman 
signed a contra ct which stated he would produce as 
many plays as Barrie would write. 
lhile in America Barrie was beseiged on every hand 
by organizations of all sorts for address dates; but 
because he had not been a robust man since his recent 
illness and because of his timid nature, he refused many 
invitations . He was asked by reporters the old, old 
questi on, 1111Jhat do you think of the American girls? 11 
Barrie's re~ly was: 
11 I did not tell them, 11 he said, 11 and I am 
not g oing to tell you . I shall tell it to no 
one except the American girl herself . I think 
I have already told it to one or two . The only 
speech I ever made in my life I made at Smith 
College a few weeks ago . I don't know hov, I 
got on the platform, but there I was with nine 
hundred girls in front of me . By and by I 
became conscious of someone talk ng in an elo-
~uent voice and when I recognized it as my own 
I wa s dumfounded. I visited other colleges 
after that, bllt I made no more speeches. Those 
Smith girls made me promise not to address 
any other colleges for girls . ttl3 
On his return to England, which was late in the 
same year, Barrie published two books which are among 
his best - kno1n works : Sentimental Tommy, a charming 
boy-book for grown-ups, and his only biography.,. 
Margaret Ogilvy, a story of his mother . His Sentimental 
Tommy was so well received that in 1900 he gave his 
readers a sequel, Tommy and Grizel . 
Barrie at this time (1902) felt the need of bigger 
quarters , especially for Porthos ., his favorite St . 
Bernard dog; so he moved to a new brick house, called 
Leinster Corner, Lancaster Gate, on the south side of 
the north part of Kensington Gardens, which he was 
soon to make enchanted ground thro c.1.gh his immortal 
Peter Pan . Porthos had been ac quired as a fluffy little 
pup when Barrie and his bride had been on a trip to 
Swi~zerland early in 1894. Mary Ansell, Barrie's 
charming; wife, has given many fascinating anecdotes 
about Porthos and his master in her book Dogs and Men . 
This is the Porthos spoken of in The Little White Bird . 
He and his master were very close and credit is given 
by Hammerton to Porthos for ''tagging his master back 
into boyhood at a tbne when he might have been in danger 
of settling down . h 
The ·v1edding Guest., a three-act play pub lished in 
1900., was not so successful, but was followed by some 
of t he writer 's finest dramas. These were Quality Street 
in 1901, The Admirable Crichton in 1903., s a id by many 
of the critics to be his best, and Lit t le Mary in the 
same year; then came Peter Pan, staged in 1904 and taken 
from his book The Little 'hite Bird, which had been pub-
lished in 1902, followed by Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire the 
next year . (1905) 
From 1905 to 1908 there is apparently no record of 
anything coming from the pen of Barrie, but ,vhat Every 
11 oman Knows, a three-act play produced in 1908, was 
worth waiting for. 
In 1913 there were ten one- a ct plays printed in 
two volumes. i-1Dlong them were The Legion Of Leonora, 
and The Will . Half-Hours in the same year contained 
Pantaloon, The Twelve Pound Look, Rosalind, and The Will. 
Der Tag, a war play, was stag ed in 1914 . The three 
plays , Rosy Capture , 1915, A Kiss for Cinderella, 1916, 
and Seven Women, 1917, are seldom mentioned while .Dear 
Brutus, 1917, and Mary Rose, 1920, are among his better 
known plays . Barrie's Echoes of the Viar, a book in-
cluding the follm\ing plays, The 0 1 d. Lady Shows Her Med-
als, The Ne v 'vrnrd, Barbara I s v edding, A Well Remembered 
Voice, was enthusiastically received during the war, 
and helped to keep national spirit alive. 
Barrie also took a fling at writing books for child-
ren; his Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, 1906, based on 
the sta0 e play Peter Pan , and Peter and vJ endy, a sequel 
to Pe ter Pan, are delightful books for ch ildren to read. 
I nteresting Events Not Directly Connected 
~ith Literary Pursuits 
It was the custom of men of letters in the early 
twentieth century to become interested in politics and 
many of Barrie's friends wanted him to be a parliamentary 
candidate for the Universities of Edinburgh and St . 
Andrews in 1905, but he declined, thanking them for 
this honor. He wrote : 
•
11 am convinced it is wiser that I should 
not accept. Public life would be too much out 
of my line. I have grown into a hermit . Pol-
itics is a great and fine calling, but it is 
not for me--Thank you very heartily--I am with 
you heart and spirit in the Liberal cause. 1114 
Barrie was a sensitive and conscientious man who 
Af ould have been unhappy in the turmoil of political life, 
and he was i.ise in turning down enen so charming an offer 
to get into public affairs. 
He had many requests at the time to make speech es 
for every occasion but he was reluctant in accepting 
them. However , in 1908 when he was asked to unveil a 
memorial to Mrs . Oliphant, the famous authoress, whom 
he admired greatly, he did it in a manner that was 
worthy of his talented friend. 
The year 1909 was a trying one for James Barrie . 
marriage went on the rocks. He and Mary Ansell after 
fourteen years together were divorced. To one of 
Barrie's sensitive nature this was a terrible ordeal and 
he had t he sympathy of the entire country . Very 
little can be found as to their domestic trouble . 
The publicity resulting from the divorce caused Barrie 
to become more of a t1hermit 11 than ever and he clung to 
the romantic friendship of t he Davies family , the five 
who gave the writer his inspiration for the writing of 
Peter Pan. 
Many honors were given Barrie in the early twentieth 
century, but there were very few of the Barries left 
to enjoy the one conferred upon the family by King 
Edward VII when in 1913 he made their noted brother a 
baronet and gave him the title of Sir James Matthew 
Barrie . 
The author said at an informal dinner given him in 
honor of the King's recognition: 
"\11 hen I began writing novels people said 
they were not novels . Vhen I began writing plays 
they said t hey were not real plays . I expect 
folks .are going about saying I am not a real 
baronet . n15 
Through the long war oarrie was willing always to 
do his bit for any enterprise to help men in the trenches. 
His manuscripts brought cons iderable sums at auctions 
and his war plays helped to keep up national spirit . 
The war had taken away his beloved friend Frohman, 
who was drowned on the Lusitania in April, 191b . In 
Marcosson's Memoirs of Frohraan, a sentence is g iven 
which shows the devotion between Barrie and Frohman: 
11 \i\' hen friends come to mean so much to 
each other as Frohman and 0arrie did there 
is hardly any relationship of blood that 
can mean more, and with :F'rohman there went 
down into the depths something of Barrie's 
own hear~ that had been shared by them 
alone. rt 
The death of Dr. ¼hyte, his moral adviser of Edin-
burgh days, in 1922 severed one more tie and affected 
Barrie deeply. The next year Robertson Nicoll, a man 
who had meant much in the author's lif e, died, causing 
as poignant a sorrow as any Barrie had to bear. 
Years of Retirement and Death 
The retired author, at t h is time i n h is l a te 
sixties, was noted for his walking . It was his ch ief 
form of exercise. A wri t er in the Daily ~ail of October, 
1928 , says: 
"Sir James Barrie is prob ab ly t h e most 
contemplative p edestrian in London; wh enever 
one sees him out walking he alV\i ays app ears 
to be so deep in thought that one pos itively 
fears for his safety. Yesterday when I saw 
him strolling in the Strand puffing at a 
big pipe and swing ing a walking stick with 
both hands behind his back, there to b e a 
vision he was looking at instead of where he 
was going. I fully b e lieve he was unat. are that 
half a dozen persons stepped aside just in time 
to avoid colliding with him and that a taxicab 
providentially pulled up within an inch or two 
of him when he stepped off the kerb. 11 17 
Hammebton in his Barrie: The Story of a Genius 
describes Barrie in the following manner: 
n1t would be vrong and misleading to leave 
the impression that however ordinary in height 
and mien our genius may appear to a casual ob-
server, he is not so when one h a s the opport-
unity to see him at leisure. The face is one 
of real and rare distinction: The eyes es-
pecially reveal an intensity of feeling, alive 
, . 1th intelligence and comprehension . The brow 
is high and pale, the still abundant hair shows 
little l~gns of silvering and remains almost 
black. 11 
Many of Barrie's friends seemed to think he had a strong 
re s emblance to Edg ar Allen P oe, and others say he is 
not the Scottish type but Latin. 
After 1928 Sir James Barrie became more of a her-
mit than ever with so many of his fri erid s g one and 
drew more and more within himself . Little was known about 
his daily life. In April, 19 29, he was made a corres-
p onding member of the .American Academy of Fine Arts and 
Letters. The f ol .1owing year he was cbo s en chanc ellor of 
Edinburg h University. As he started to make his s p e e ch 
he laid aside his b lack and g old b raided robe s of 
office, oecause he said he couldn't ma ke a sp eech with-
out his hands in his p ockets. 
Literary circles in 1931 were surprised when Barrie 
wrote an autobiography of thirty thousand words . He 
called it 11 The Greenwood Hat . 11 Recipients of this 
little book were not to talk a b out it or let anyone see 
it . There were t v,enty copies printed. Ramsay MacDonald 
received one copy . Another copy was stolen from Peter 
avies , the publisher, a g odson of Barrie . The same 
year , 1931, he unveiled a statue of Hardy at Dorchester . 
At this time Gabril Vells bro _ight to America the 
orig inal manuscript of The Little Minister . The collector 
who bought it found eighty pag es missing . Barrie rewrote 
them , taking six we eks for the task . ~hen the missing 
pages came to America Barrie 's writing v,as found to be 
the small almost print-like handwriting of thirty-four 
years earlier. The paper and ink also were the same . 
When asked about it Bar rie said he still had his stationer 
supply him with the same type of paper and ink . 
He attended Peter Davies' marriage in 193~ . The 
crowd was so great that he had to resort to a furnace 
window in the bas ement to make his escape. 
In 193' he wrote a charming little story , Farewell , 
Miss Julie Logan . It was printed serially in the London 
Times . This as his first story in thirty years, but 
it had much of t h e earlier Bar rie's humor and gentle 
satire . 
To the astonishment of the Authors ' Club he be-
queathed t o them only 11 his most prized possessions" 
early in 1934 . 
The next two years were spent more or less in re-
tirement. Living in the same apartment house as Barrie, 
at least a part of t h ese last y ears , were Galsworthy 
a nd Shaw . One can imagine the wonderful times these 
literary lights mus t have had tog ether . 
Early in June of 1 937 Sir James fell a victim to 
a severe cold but was well enough to dine at the West 
End Club i ith Lord Horden , Physician in Ordinary to 
the King . Three days later Lord Horden was called and 
diagnosed the c ase as bronchial pneumonia . The patient 
was rushed to a nursing home but rallied only a few 
t imes . Mrs . Stanley, Barrie's housekeeper for t wenty 
years in his modest flat overlooki~g the Thames, was 
overcome with grief and could see no one . 
Barrie's t ~ o adopted sons, Peter Davies, who bad 
been the insp irat ion for Peter Pan many years before, 
and Nicholas Davies , were at his bed isde when he died 
June 19 , 1937. The author ' s niece and Lady Cynthia 
Asquith were also with him . 
Ramsay MacDonald, along with many othe r p eople of 
note, was in the procession that went to Kirriemuir . 
Barrie's own people met him at Forfar, six miles away , 
and took him to his native soil. There were many 
chi ldren in the procession, which ·1,1ould have p leased 
Barrie, but not many of his old friends were there to 
c all him 11 Jamie" or nJirnmie . rr He had become r: sir James 1' 
to many . 
The p rocession passed the white- washed cottage 
where he was born and the window at which " Jess 11 (of 
a i indow In Thrums), who was in real life bis mother , 
kep t vigil over the neighborhood so that later she was 
ab le to picture its scenes in such glowing language for 
her son that he be came famous by the writing of it . 
This same window looks dovm on Barrie and his mother 
now a s they rest side by side in the little churchyard 
v,here Babbie and the Little Minister first met . 
F loral tributes c ame from eve~y part of the world 
and vv ere magnif'icent; but some child sent a lt ttle bunch 
of wi ld flm, ers tied wi th a s t ring , with the message 11 Love 
from Mary Rose , '1 which would have plee.sed Sir James very 
much. 
The foLlowing quotation from the New York Times, 
Friday, June 25 , 1937, is very fitting at this time: 
11 The funeral service was so simple that the 
strictest Calvinist CO Qld not find fault with 
it. And Barrie's grave is on a slope that looks 
down along the road that led him northward to 
fame and fortune . Behind it is 'th e h il l a nd 
Caddam v, ood, 1 peopled with ghosts of h is 
creation, b abbie and the Little Minister and 
t he Aul d Licht We a vers and ~entimental 
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CHAPTER III 
Fiction 
Early Books 1888-1890 
Auld Licht Idylls, 1888, is considered the best 
and most representative of Barrie's earliest works. It, 
however, shows the period of unrest that its author was 
experiencing at this time. He was still a journalist 
with a charming gift of humor and the fact that he had 
contemplated writing a biography of ''Russel 11 hints that 
he had not settled with himself as to where his talents 
would lead him. 
The chief fault of the book is the haphazard nature 
of the contents with little relation to "Idylls. " It 
reveals the hand of an amateur and an inexperienced ob-
server with an awkward way of writing . 
Its l asting value in Barrie's literary life is that 
it rehearsed for him, imperfectly, charac ~ers that 
appeared later in A Window in Thrums., The Little Minister, 
and the Rommy books, but with such fine dressings that 
the reader can easily detect the rap id development of the 
author's style. 
One of the enjoyable qualities of all these early 
books is that the middle- aged chronicler, the dominie , 
who tells t he stories , never g ets out of charEcter. 
Th is narrative method , as has been stated before, had 
been employed by Barrie in his Dumf'ries Academy days 
when he wrote the Reckollections of a Schoolmaster, and 
it proved very helpful to him now, for he not only used 
it in these early b ooks but also employed it attractive-
ly in The Little Minister • 
.Auld Licht Idylls is a small volume of one hundred 
seventy-nine page s, in t 11. elve chapters. The first tvvo 
Idylls, entitled '. 1 The School-House 11t and 11 Thrums~ give 
the setting as seen by the dominie and are good examples 
of Barrie ' s descriptive and narrative style . "The 
Courting of T I nowhead' s Bell, u~ whi ch will be quoted from 
at length, be cause it is among h1s best Idylls, is a 
complete short story and has much dialogue . "The Auld 
Licht Kirk" and tt navit Lunan' s Political Reminiscences 11 
are valu abl e as historical data for any person studying 
political and relig ious cus toms for the nineteenth 
century in Scotland. The chapter entitled "The Old 
Dominie n is a character sketch . It sho L.1ld be studied if 
one wishes to read Barrie's books on the Thrums country, 
as the dominie is the delightful story-teller in all of 
them . 
All experiences in the life of a small community 
ar e dealt with t1y Barrie: births , deaths, fightings , 
cour tships , marriages, christenings--all are g iven a 
place in this little b ook. Barrie's point of view in 
these Idylls is one of humor . It is of a gentle sort; 
nevertheless he is quietly laughing at the foibles of 
his folk and exposing their weaknesses vividly and 
k indly but with such variation of style that t he r eader's 
interest neve r lags. 
To g et the most out of these Idyll s , howev er, one 
should study the Scottish dialect Barrie employs . Take 
for example the t wo words ttbut1' and "ben, 11 which are 
used frequently in Auld Licht Idylls. Their meaning 
is odd and unle ss the reader understands t hem he will 
g et very lit t le from the p assag e in which t hey occur. 
"But" is used to mean "tov ard the kitchen I and 11 b en 11 is 
tow a rd t h e parlor . 
"Ye c a nna bring but what I s no bc:n . " 
The descriptive passages in the first ske t ch , whi ch 
was written later than some of t h e others, show the reader 
t h e school-hous e and s u rrounding count ry , snmv-laden, with 
the sharp perfection of an e t ching . His mother did not 
c a re for descrip tive passages and t her e are not so many 
in his books as one feels there should be , for the 
follovling lines from the first chapter of Auld Licht 
Idylls g ive t he reader an idea of Barrie's ability to 
write description even at this early date . The scene 
is described as the story teller, the dominie, sees it: 
.,Early this morning I opened a window in 
my school-house in the glen of Quhar ity, awaken-
ed by the shivering of a s tarving sparrow 
against the frosted glass--Another white blanket 
had been spread upon the glen since I looked 
out last night, for over the same wilderness of 
snow that had met my gaze for a week, I see 
the steading of ·,va::;ter Lunny deep in the waste . 
The ghost -like hills that pen in the glen have 
ceased to echo to the sharp crack of the sports-
man's gun . ;r l 
One feels, in re&ding the eighth chapter, that 
Barrie is not likely to remain an 11 expert notetaker, or 
a puppet master;"~ he is already a creative artist , a 
sh ort story writer in every sense of the ~ord . In this 
chap ter, ,rThe Courting of T I nowhead 1 Bell , 11 a whole new 
g roup of chara cters is intr oduced . The beginning shows 
the story-teller 's cunning : 
11For two year s it had been notorious in the 
square t hat Sam 1 1 Dickie was thinking of court-
ing T'nowhead's Bell , and that if little banders 
Elshioner ~ent in for her he might prove a 
formidable one . "3 
The s tory is concerned with one farm maid and her 
two love!'s, as the opening lines indicate . After much 
courting it b ecomes apparent that the girl will take the 
first who proposes to her . One Sunday morning Sanders 
leaves the kirk and makes off for T'nowhead 's farm , for 
he knows that Bell must be alone as all the other members 
of the family are in the T I nowhead pew . :rvii th the true 
lover 1.s instinct, t1 Samuel understands what is up. He 
becomes panicky and in desperation leaves his pe ,, in 
spite of his mother's pulling at his coat tails. The 
people in the '1lof t 11 have a splendid view from the wind-
ows of wh11t is taking place . Sam'l took the common, 
\,hich is a short cut through a steep ascent to T'nowhead; 
he is never out of their line of vision. Sanders , think-
ing he has plenty of time, takes the long way around to 
save his shoes . 
''I t was a race for a wiJi'e, and several on-
lookers in the gallery braved the minister ' s dis -
pleasure to see who won . rr 4 
v1 hen ~anders becomes a111 are of Samuel, a hot foot 
r ace t eg ins, and there is much shocker excitement in the 
~al~ery as both lads have ma ny friends there. Sanders 
realizes, h o•il ever, he cannot make it as Sam ' 1 has a hun-
dred yards the best of him; s o he goes dejectedly to the 
pig sty to get consolation from the farmer's pigs . 
The following dialogue between Bell and Sam' 1 is 
a delightful bit of Barrie humor: 
n ' Lord preserve 1 sl Are ye no at the kirk?' 
cried Bell, nearly dropp ing the baby as Sam 'l 
broke into the room. 1Bell! 1 cried Sam 'l. Then 
T'nowhead 1 s Bell knew her hour h a d come. ' Sam'l , 1 
she f a ltered . 1\1ill you hae I s , Bel ..1. ? 1 demanded 
Sam ' l , g l a ring a t h e r sheepishly . ' Ay , 1 ans ver-
ed Bell . Sam ' l fell into a chair . 'bring ' s a 
d r i nk o' ,at er , Bell ,' he said . But Bell 
thought t he occasion required milk . 11 5 
The au thor ' s ability to picture scenes of action 
is clearly shown by the follO"II\ ing quotation from another 
of t he Idylls . 
' One afternoon the kirk smelt of peppermints, 
and Mr . Desh&rt could rebuke no one, for the de-
faulter was not in sight . Whinny's cheed was 
working up and down in quiet enjoyment of its loz-
enge , when he started , noticing that the preacher 
had stopped . Then he heard a sepulchral voice say, 
' Charl es Web s ter!' ~hinny's eyes turned to the 
pulpit, only p a rt of which was visib le to him, and 
to h i s horror they encountered the minister's head 
c oming down the stairs . This took place after I 
had ceased to attend the Auld Licht kirk regularly , 
but I am told that as Whinny g ave one wild scream 
the peppermint dropp ed from his mouth . The 
minister had g ot him b y leaning over the pulpit 
door until , had he g iven hims e lf only another inch, 
his feet would have g one into t h e air . A~ for 
M1.inny he became a God-fearing man . " b 
There are too many details g iven her e , however, and 
t his makes the scene less eff ective t han the following 
taken from 'The Courting of T'nowhead's Bell . ' 
"The suspense was terrible . 0am. 1 1 and San-
der s had b oth known all along that Bell v1 ould 
take the first of the t wo who asked her . Even 
those who thought her p roud admitted that she 
was modest . Bitterly the ~ eaver (Sam'l) re-
pent ed h a ving waited so long . Now it was too 
late . In t en minutes Sanders would be at T'now-
head ; in an hour all would be over . Sam'l 
r os e t o his feet in a daze . His mother pulled 
him d ovm by t he coat- tails and his father shook 
him, thinking he was walking in his sleep . He 
tot t ered pas t t hem, howeve r , hurried up the 
a i sle , and was gone before the minister could do 
more t han s t op in the middle of a whirl and gasp 
i n horro r after him . n? 
Ev e n if thi s book had a p lodding d etailed chronicled 
a ccount of t he doings of the Auld Ki rk folk , it is a ri ch 
book i n comedy and human interest , and has a charm in 
i t s disjo i n t ed chapters which many a flawlessly construct-
ed nove l might envy . 
The author hims elf has ap olog ized for another of his 
ear lier books , \/hen A Man ' s Single {1888 ), in the follow-
i ng manner: 
11 I expect when I sta rted Rob Angus I meant 
him to h a ve a less strenuous time , but he fell 
in love and once they fall in love there is no 
more saying what your heroes will do . Soon I 
was only a chap ter ahead . (It was pub lished 
serially . ) It is a method of publication I 
hope neve r to adop t again . "8 
This book , Barrie's first attempt at sus ta ining a 
connected story thro ughout an entire book , deteriorates 
to such a d egree that it is melodrama tic and one has the 
feeling of a very amateuri.sh p iece of writi ng which 
could h a ve b en composed during his d a ys at Dumfries 
Academy . Barrie seems to be struggling all through it 
to expre s s t h e beauty of life, yet the futility of it 
won and the author tries to cover u p his failure, as Rob-
ert Lo 1. is Steven s on s ays , b y " a jaunty b earing . '' 
The Edinburg h Eleven {1889) was made u p of eleven 
j ournalistic studi es mo s tly of men who influenced Barrie 
during his University da ys , and wa s autob iog raphicRl in 
i t s nat ure . Professors Masson and Joh n Stuart Blackie 
were men aft er h is o wn heart and the character sketches 
of them a r e well done in t h is little volume . 
In The Student, the University of Edinburgh magazine 
in 1891, there is a refer ence to The Edinbur~h Eleven 
v, hich may not have represented the opinion of very many 
students: 
"Mr. Barrie's Edinburgh Eleven is bright and 
clever, charmingly inaccurate and romantlcally 
overdrawn , but it is scarcely what we expec t 
from s o p owerful a p en, nor if the truth must be 
told, does it do much justlce to this old Univ-
ersity and its students . V'. e sea cely thlnk that 
the a lready too g rotesque hum~ni ty we northern 
students really are , will be greatly impr-oved or 
corrected by ~arrie 1 s wi tty descriptions . His 
style in this sort of book becomes forced and 
stifl' , the humor at tlmes grows stale or smacks 
of resurrec t ion.«9 
This is the vo ice of a student who was prejudiced 
and proba0ly was not capatle of criticising . , ith all 
the faults of style and struccure to be found in the 
Edin burg h Eleven, Barrie pre~ents his alma mater in a 
very att r active libht and with much sympathy and admir-
ation. This book is valuab le for ics autobiographical 
ma terial as it tells much of his own life during his coll-
ege days . 
The critics hailed A Window in Thr nns ( 1889) with 
joy. Mr . Aug us tine 1,irrell wrote in The Speaker that: 
1 hat has happened s o of ten has happened now . 
:b;veryb ody is reading A v~ indow in Thrums and Auld 
Licht Idylls . The instantane ous p opularity~ 
these two books is a beautiful thing . The author 
has conceded nothing to the public tas te . May 
he never do so.~lo 
Mrs . Oliphant praised the book very hig hly in Black-
wood 's Magazine, saying that 
" No book could be more deep ly ins t inct with 
the poetry of real feeling in which no fiction 
is , though it requires something which c a n only 
be called genius to reveal it to the world . nll 
One Scottish new s paper, however, said of the author 
of A v1 indow in Thrums that I a man could make 'copy' out 
of the bones of his g randmother, 1 which shows how true is 
the old saying that :, a p rophet is not without honor save 
in his own country . ri 1 2 
This ook shows very little imp rov ement over Auld 
Licht Idylls. It has much the same p lan, the chap ters 
b e ing ep isodic and each containing a complete story, but 
not as seen from the school-house . He has moved to the 
cottag e of Hendly and Jes s M@Qumph 8, and it is from their 
cottage that the old school-ma ster tells his story . One 
feels that this story is comparab le to Barrie's own lif e 
¥ith Jess as his Marg aret Og ilvy . 
Hammerton in Barrie: The Story of a Genius says of 
A i indow in Thrums that it 
ri 1s ma rked by a fi n e serenity of style, a 
larg eness of sympathy, a truthfulnes s that com-
pels our accept a nce. It is a cur ious mixtur e of 
realism and roma nticism, of humor and sentiment . 
For the first time its young author has rid him-
self of his cynicism . He is at las t in earnest . " 1 3 
This seems high praise and one •onders if Hammerton is 
not a little prejudiced, as it comes hard for him to give 
Bar rie any adverse criticism . 
My Lady Nicotine, published in October, 1890, was a 
disappointment to its readers; but there was a good reason, 
for the author was working hard on his first novel, The 
Little Minister . My Lady Nicotine was a sort of farewell to 
literary journalism and also to a purely comic manner of 
writing . 
Later Books 1890-1902 
Barrie felt that the material offered by his native 
village was becoming stale, but even in writing his three-
volume novel he had to locate it in Thrums; just a farewell 
to Kirriemuir, for which he still had a hankering . This 
novel The Little Minister (1891), the ' big thing' that his 
many admirers were so eagerly awaiting, was being published 
serially in the Good 11ord magazine, and the journalist was 
definitely giving place to the novelist. The Little Min-
ister did not conclude the magazine run until the end of the 
year, but it was published at once in the three-decker form 
which was we ll nigh overdone . Most of the old three-deckers 
were very vv ordy but Bar rie I s The Little Minister was not 
of t his type and b ecause of its freshness had innnediate 
success . 
It is done in a grand manner . The introductory pages 
ca tch the interest at once and give the situation at a 
glance, which is concerned with the 1 barebasket 1 kills of 
Kirr iemuir . The first important theme has to do with Mar-
garet Dishart, the old woman who was only forty-three, who 
a ccompanies her son, Gavin, on his entering the Presbyterian 
ministry at Thrums . This Margaret most definitely reminds 
the reader of another Margaret (Margaret Ogilvy) and the 
son Gavin of another son ( Jamie) who wrote for a time under 
the name of Gavin Og ilvy . 
The r eligious life of the connnunity is told much more 
interestingly than in Auld Licht Idylls and A Window in 
Thrums . Barrie saw this danger and introduced several in-
teresting characters from outside his home co:rrnnunity . His 
gift of being able to portray both humorous and pathetic 
char a cters stood him in good stead now . The delightful 
introd~ction of the 1haggarty-taggarty Egyptian' or gypsy 
as she is sometimes called, who is to play havoc with Gavin's 
heart, is charming . Gavin ' s trouble with this gypsy, who 
is really a lady of quality , and with the scandalous sit-
uations she gets him into because of his growing love for 
her is the theme of the whole story . Even if the plot is 
thin, through the genius of the writer to bring in clever 
incidents, the reader's inter est holds to the end ot the 
story . One of these incidents is as follows: The ~eavers 
of the connn.unity have been having a strike and the Egyptian 
had blown the horn to ~ arn them of the coming of the 
soldiers . She then deliberately got into the t hick of things 
in such a mysterious manner that the people of the tov,n felt 
she must have supernatural powers . 
Jean, the only servant in the Deshart home, informs 
IV1rs . Deshart as to the doings in the comrnuni ty . She de-
scribes the part the Egyptian had in this strike in the 
fol l owing words: 
11 1 Ay, an Egyptian . That 's what auld folk call 
a gypsy . 1Nell, Mrs . Dishart, she led p olice and 
sojers sic a dance through Thrums as would baffle 
description, though I dent the fits and fors o 1 t as 
I dinna . Ay, but they gripped her in the end and 
the quer thing is 1 - Gavin listened to no more . He 
suddenly sat down . The queer thing, 0f course, was 
that she had been caught in his gard.en . 11 14 
The book is full of witty phrases and episodes . The 
old horn that the Egyptian blew upon to warn the weavers of 
the coming of the soldiers, was placed on a hill where a 
watchman could see the country for miles . It was his business 
to let the country-side know when strangers were about . This 
had happ ened during one of t h e strikes and an officer was 
trying to find the guilty party who had warned the people 
oft ,eir coming . He was receiving testimony and cross-examin-
ing one of the weavers as follows: 
11 'Stran_;:, e women, 1 corrected Dave . ' ~i ell we was 
there , and it would maybe be twa o'clock, and we 
wa speaking (but about lawful things) when we heard 
some one running yont the road . I keeded through a 
hole in the door, and I saw it was an Egyptian lassie 
at I had never clapped een on before . She saw the 
licht in the 'v, indow, and she cried, 1Hie, you billies 
in the wind-mill, the sojers is comi ng !' I fell in 
a fricht , but the other man opened t he door, and again 
she cries, ' The sojers is coming ; quick or you'll be 
ta 1 en . At that the other man up wi' his bonnet and 
ran, but I dinna make off so smart.' 'You had to 
pick yourself up first,' suggested the officer. ' Sal , 
it was the lassie picked me up; ay, and she picked up 
a horn at t h e same time . 11 Blaw on that, r, she cried, 
"and alarm the town . " But sheriff, I dinna do 1 t . Na, 
I had ower muckle respect for the law. ' 'In other 
~·ords, 1 said Halliwell, ' you also bolted and left the 
gypsy to blow the horn herself' l 1 1 I dinna. deny but 
what I made my feet my friend, 1 replied Dave . 11 1 5 
The method of telling the story is the one Barrie has 
used in all his books up to this time . It gives the story an 
air of unrea lity, for at one moment t h e narrator, in his 
character of Dominie, may be up the glen with Babbie watching 
her flit over the g round in fairy-like fa sh ion and then in a 
flash he is rela : ing a conversation that is taking place in 
the manse in Thrums . 
Lady Babbie, the gypsy , is a lovab le heroine from some 
foreign land of all fairies and elves . Her dancing among 
the pages of The Little Minister is a neve r-ending source of 
delight to the reader . The description given by the Dominie 
in The Little Minister is so characteristic that it is well 
worth quoting here: 
11 Shal l we not laugh at the student who chafes 
when between him and his book comes the song of the 
thrashes with whom on the mad night you danced into 
Javin ' s life-- The gladness of liv ing was in your 
step , your voi c e ~as melody--You were the daughter 
of t h e summer night born where all birds were free, 
a nd the moon christened y ou with her soft light, to 
dazzle the eye of man- - To l ook upon you was to rejoice 
th~t so f~ir a t h i~ could be; to think of you is 
still to oe young . :116 
The people of the community found out, at l a st, ab out 
the love affair between Babbie and the little minist er. Be-
ing dogmatic, nar r ow-minded individuals , they put the very 
worst interpret.s.t ion u p on it. They knew this man, whom they 
had all trus ted, had betra yed them and their God in allowing 
himself to b ecome enamored with such a witch . There was 
only one thing to do: drive the little minister from t h eir 
sacred kirk . He must not stay anoth er Sunda y . Eut the 
floods took a hand in the game . 
The little minister had been dejected ly wand e ring in 
tne woods all night thro l.1gh t h e rain v1 hen he sav, from the 
cliff on which he was standing, his rival, Lor d Rintoul, 
slowly sinking in the mire of the rive r below. There follows 
the most exciting and dramatic situat ion in the b ook. The 
little minister was so brave and nob le at t h is time that 
his congreg ation was willing to do anything for everything 
they could . Thi s made possible a very h appy ending for 
everybody , which to Stevenson's way of thinking was an un-
natural situation: 
rr 'The Little Minister ought to have ended badly,' 
Stevenf on wrot e . 1 fe all know it did; and we are 
i -"i'1itely g:t"ateful to you for the grace and good feel-
ing with which you lied about it. 1 The excellently 
described tragedy of the flood, one feels, had its 
natural culmination in Peter Tosh 1 s prayer,' Oh, Lord , 
lift this mist for it's mair than we can bear!' It 
is at these words f~at the artist's conclusions 
should have come. r 
Even with all its faults of thin plot , unreal situations, 
sentimentalities, and fantastic personalities, the book has 
had literary success which can be attributed to the charm 
and delight of the writing, and to Barrie's ability to create 
winsome and winning characters and to fill every chapt er with 
heart-th robs . 
Sentimental Tommy, said by many to be his greatest 
prose work, was first published serially in Scribner's Mag-
azine from Janua ry to November , 1 896 . Again the writer goes 
back to Thrums for his characters. Hamrnerton says in Barrie : 
The Story of a Genius : 
" Once ag ain his admirers had to recognize 
certain structural defects in his story and in his 
preface to the American edition he himself aamit s, 
'This is not in the smallest degree the b ook I 
meant it to be . Tommy ran away with the author. 
It was the old case of Barrie, pen in hand, playing 
his imagina tive role of the everlasting boy . •118 
The story opens with Tommy and his mother living in a 
tenement district of London. Jean Myles, the mother, had 
married a fascinating vil l ain, who died in London, leaving 
her penniless with the lovable Torrnny and a little baby 
g irl. Her life was terribly hard: 
.i:::,he would look straight bel'ore her and some-
times her lips twitched and then she drew them 
in to keep them still . It is a kind of dry weep-
ing that sometimes comes to miserable ones when 
their minds stray into the happy past. •1 19 
Even if Jean was very sick and in poverty her Scottish 
pride would not allow her to write home and tell the truth 
aoout her circumstances . Only her glowing accounts of 
her husband's success reached Thrums, as the people there 
had said that she would have a miseraule time with this 
villRin whom no one liked . 
Jean Myles had to give up in the end, however, and 
send for Aaron Lott;a, a former lover, when she knew she 
had not much longer to live. After her death he took her 
1bairns 1 back with him to Thrums. He became very fond of 
Elspeth, the little daughter , b the never learned even to 
like Tommy . Tommy was sent to school, where he learned 
only one thing: that he could write. At this point many 
people think the story of Sentimental Tommy is a sort of 
psycholo6 ichl narrative of Barrie's own life. 
Sentimental Tonnny became so apt at ,•1riting that Betty, 
a weaver's daughter, who had given up an old lover, asked 
Tommy to write her former lover and tell him of her coming 
marriage: 
11Betsy listened to it the let t er with heaving 
breast and felt so sorry for her old m~~ ain that 
forgetting she had never loved him she all but gave 
Andrew the g o-by and returned t o Peter . 
As f or P e ter , who had beon g et ting over his 
troub l e , he sa--, now for the first time what 
he had l o s t and carried Betsy's dear l etter 
in his outer pocket and was unconsolable . '' 20 
Tommy , on being asked how he wrote such a good 
letter, answered with proper awe : 
'' I tnink I tho~ht- -I thought I was 
Betsy at the time . 11 Gl 
This reminds one of the place in Margaret Ogilvy 
where Barrie says : 
" I t is my contemptible weakness that if I 
say a character smiled vacuously , I must smile 
vacuously , if he frowns or leers , I frown or 
leer ; i f he is a coward or given to contortions, 
I cringe or twist my legs until I have to stop 
.-vri~ing to undo the knots . '·:22 
The Dominie was jealous of Tonnny for giving such 
service to the poor people who could not read or write 
as this had been his work before Tommy came . 
In the village of Thrums during Tommy's boyhood 
dwelt one who was known as "The Painted Lady . " She would 
be c ome insane at times over an illicit love affair, whose 
fruit was an illegitimate child named Grizel . Tommy de-
fended her against the other children of the neighborhood. 
Thus he became ac~uainted with this beautiful truth-lov-
ing girl who was to figure in his life always . 
The whole book is taken up with Tommy's escapades 
and shows a remarkable understanding of the boy mind . It 
is told in such a manner that the reader has a chuckle 
in his throat or a tear in h is eye most of the time . 
There is much for both old and young to enjoy . 
The sequel to Sentimental Tommy, Tommy and Grizel 
(1900), is really no more than a continuation of the 
flirst b ook . Tommy g oes to London and b ecomes famous in 
the literary world . He returns to Thrllffis and make s love 
to the b eautiful and keen- sighted Grizel, who sees Tommy 
g rown from a sentimental excitement- loving b oy into a 
philandering man . 
Tommy goes to Switzerland and Gri zel learns he is 
very ill . ~he goes to him and finds him in a garden mak-
ing love to a married woman. This completely unnerves 
Grizel as she really loves Tommy . Bec&use of this exp er-
ience she becomes temporarily dera nged mentall y with 
symp toms similar to those of her unfo~tunate mother . 
Tommy is so remorseful that he returns to Thrums, marries 
Grizel , and nurses her back to h ea lth . 
Meanwhile the lady to whom he h ad made love in Swi t zer-
land has arrived in Thrums . hhile making a visit to her 
Tommy climb s over a high gate, misses h is footi ng , and is 
caught by his collar and h anged . 
Moult in his book , Barrie says of this ending that 
"Tommy ' s death is the most ma sterly contriv-
ance of the story. It was apparently intended 
at first that he should die of consumption--
' for Tommy had inherited his mother ' s cough,' 
we are informed earlier in Tommy and Grizel. 
But the idea of t he boy who wouldn't grow up 
is sufficiently fixed in the author's mind to 
persuade him that just as Tommy had lived 
boyishly so must he die boyishly . 11 G3 
Gr izel, loving Tommy dearly , yet savv him as Barrie did: 
"Poor Tommy! He was still a boy, he was 
ever a b oy, trying sometimes, as now, to be 
a man, and always when he looked round he ran 
back to his boyhood as if he saw it holding 
out its arms to him and inviting him to come 
back and play . He was so fond of teing a boy that 
he could not grow up . In a younger world, where 
there were only boys and girls , he might 
have been a gallant figure . "24 
The Tommy books are written with a droll whimsical 
manner . Barrie's strength lies in his ability to por-
tray swift- moving incidents and dialogue and at the same 
time move his readers with his humor and his pathos . 
Barrie seems to have trouble with the descriptive parts 
of a novel and one wonders if this is because his mother 
never liked to have him write much description . 
Moult says of these books in Barrie that they have 
rr puck-like, romantic hwnanity , sweet with 
the strength of those who come through the 
fires of experience strong er and unembittered 
a human deeper than all else, because it holds 
all . " 25 
The first of the f.siry tale books, The Little VVhite 
Bird (1902) , a forerunner of the play Peter Pan, had be-
gun as a nursery tale to the four Davies boys , whom 
Barrie had first met in Kensington Gardens . In these 
stories ther e were wonderful pictures and thrilling clim-
axes; there were fairies, virates , and flying boys and 
girls; also there was a crocodile that had swallowed a 
watch . ~hen one pirate was killed, the smallest of the 
brothers, Peter by name, said "Let I s kil1 a lot of them . '" 
From The Little White Bird came two other books, 
Peter an in Kensington Garden (1906) and its sequel 
Peter and V1endy ( 1911), vihich were written exclusively 
for children and always would oe of interest to them . 
Barrie's fiction falls naturally under t wo head-
ings: that wh ich deals with the Thrums country, and that 
,hich has to do with his life in London. The Thrums 
books , as has been pointed out, were mainly influenced 
by his mother, while the London books are the outgrowth 
of his as s ociation . itb the four u avies boy s and their 
parents . 
As a fiction writer Barrie's contribution to the 
literary , orld is unique, for he was the fo 1mder of the 
famous 11 Kailyard School ·' of the Nineties, its out st and-
ing characteri s tic being its realistic h 8ndling of t h e 
lives of t h e Scott i sh p oor. No other writer of t h e 
British Isles has ever done such a cl ever p iece of \, ork 
as b arrie has done in his descript ive portrayal of the 
Tnrums country. The s e books will long be rememb ered for 
their humor, pathos, frankness, fantastic drolleries, 
and Scottish dialect, and the vividness of his des-
cription . 
The Barrie of fantasy, whom the reader h as only a 
glimpse of in the books written in London dea ling with 
fairies, elves, and flying boys and g irls of Kensing ton 
Gardens, was to be revealed more fully later in his 
plays . This quality of grave elvishness, which is 
beginning here to ou tweigh all his oth er characteristic s 
and which puts him into a fairy land of his own imag-
ination, will always be a delight to boy s and g irls 
everywhere and for that matter, to many g rovm- u p s---if' 
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CRAPT~R IV 
A Biography 
Margaret Og ilvy 1896 
It is surely a rare distinction for a man of 
letters to be successful in three entirely different 
fields of literature, but Sir James Matthe•,1 Barrie 
attained that goal . In chapters two and thre e the 
growth of Barrie from a journalist to a successful 
writer of fiction has been discussed . In chapter 
five his remarkable success as a p laywright will be 
discussed at length, for it concerns his Margaret 
Og ilvy, and the mother of a great man who attained 
fame should be studied next to t he man himself because 
a mother get s nearest to the heart of a child and 
endows him with 1ualities which make for success . 
Such indeed was the influence that Margaret Ogilvy had 
upon her son James Matthew Bar rie . There is no better 
way of learning about the one great influence in the 
life of barrie than to stud:r his b ook Margaret Ogilv-y:, 
for as t he writer J . P. G. in the Kansas City Star for 
Sat u r day , June 1 9 , 1 937 , has said : 
n Hi s Barrie ' s own life, from his first 
remembrance at six , was so closely linked with 
that of t he little mother- -his Margaret Og ilvy--
who influenced him in so many of his writings 
that the psychical association really developed 
in him a dual personality . " l 
It is only through knmdng Margaret Ogilvy that we can 
know her son . 
Harrnnerton estimates for his readers the value of 
Margaret Ogil~ in the following lines taken from his 
book, Barrie: The Story of a Genius : 
" Isaa c Marcosson s ays in his life of Cha rles 
Frohman that Barrie is the only man in the world 
who has ever written a book about his mother . 
This is too swe ep ing a stat ement, but it ls true 
that no such book as Margaret Og ilvy was ever 
wri t ten by any ma n of letters. To read this 
b ook is to come in contact with a human being . 
It is the work of deep symp athy and contains much 
p athos and hu.rnor and at times t h e r eader doesn't 
know whe ther to laugh or cry . n2 
If the auth or had never wri t ten anything but this 
sincere tribute to motherhood, he should long b e remem-
bered; for the appe a l is universal . It is universal be-
cause an intimate feeling is created bet\ieen t h e reader 
and the author , and because of this t h e reader not only 
g ets a clear pen picture of Barrie's humorous, tender-
hearted , precious mother , but also feels tha t the aut-
hor is writing an excellent b iog raphy of every true 
mother . One writer has said that ever.>y mother should 
hav e tnis little volume on her kitchen shelf, and when 
trying p rob lems seem beyond endurance, it would smooth 
out her trials just to read a few lines from Margaret 
Ogilvy . The real worth of the book is in the desire it 
c reates in every sincere woman to be as insuiring and 
understanding a mother as Margaret Ogilvy . 
It is characteristic of Barrie to crowd much into 
a few pages and he follows this rule in writing the ten 
short chapters of his Margaret Ogilvy . His first chap-
ter he cal ls , "How My Mother Got Her Soft Face . 1 The 
story is told by Barrie himself and begins vvi th his birth 
and the purchasing of six hair-bottomed chairs--two 
great events in the life of the Barrie family . 
,; I so often heard t r1e tale afterwards and 
shared in so many similar triumphs that the 
coming of the chairs seems to be something I 
remember as if I had jumped out of bed on that 
first day, and run ben to see 10w they looked . 
I am sure my mother's feet were ettling be 
ben lang before they could be trusted, and that 
the moment after she was left alone with me 
she was discovered barefooted in the west room, 
doctoring a scar {which she had b~en the first 
to detect) on one of the chairs . o1 
The neighbors, who had come crowding in to see the 
ne v chairs, incidentally talked of the new baby's future, 
saying that it would surely be impossible to g ive him a 
college education . {The Barries were noted for trying 
to give their boys unive.r.sity training . ) Barrie says of 
all this conversation in Margaret O~ilvy: 
irwnen she seemed to agree with t h em that 
it would be impossible to give me a colleg e 
education, was I so easily taken in, or did 
I know already what ambition burned behind 
that dear face? And when we were left to-
gether , did I laugh at the great things that 
were in her mind or had she to whisper them 
to me first and then did I put my arm around 
her and tell her that I would help? 11 4 
vv hat a beautiful picture is g iven the reader, in 
the last few lines, of the intimacy of Barrie and his 
mother . 
Barrie seems to remember little of his c ,~ ildhood 
except through his mother I s eyes, until he ms six, 
when the sudden death of his brother away at Dumfries 
Academy made a lasting impression on his memory . He 
writes in Margaret Ogilvy: 
··It is all guess Nork for six years; she 
1nhom I see in them is the woman v:ho came sudden-
ly into vie\, when they were at a.u end . The soft 
face--they say was not so soft then . The shawl 
that was flung over her--we had not oeg Qn to 
hunt her with a shawl nor to make our bodies a 
screen between her and the draughts . 11 !::> 
After the d eath of this son Margaret Og ilvy was 
never well again, although she had seventy-six glorious 
years in all and was always act:;ive to the last . She was 
sick for many months after this death and Barrie was her 
one source of comfort . 
The christening robe of the dead son was very dear to 
her . She lent it far and wide to other mothers and 
11 when it was brought back to her she took 
it in her arms as softly as if it might be 
asleep a nd unconsciously pressed it to her 
breas t: t here was never anything in the house 
that spoke to her quite so eloquently as that 
little robe; it was the one of her children 
t hat always remained a baby . " 6 
Barrie was very p roud of his mother's ability as 
a seamstress: 
«All the clot , es in the house were of her 
making , and you don't know her in t h e least if 
you think they were out of fashion; she turned 
them and made them new again, she beat them and 
made t hem new again;in the fashion! I must come 
back to this . Never was a woman with such an eye 
for it--The minister ' s wife (a cloak) , the banker's 
daughte r ( the new sleeves)--they had but to pass 
our window once, and the s9alp , so to speak, 
was in my mother's hands . 11 
rarrie says in Marc aret Ogilvy that his mother lived 
many active years, until the end, and that :·you never 
kne where she was unless you took hold of her; t but 
that her housekeeping bec ame so famous that brides would 
come for rntching her " canning and sanding and stitching . "
9 
Old people stil l like to tell of her baking , and how much 
she gave away , 11 how much she gave away of all she had 
and what pretty ways she had of g iving it . '10 •1Her face 
beamed and riDbed with mirth--I have heard no such 
laug h as hers save from merry children; the l aughter of 
most of us ages , and wears out with the body , b ut hers 
remained g leeful to the last as if it were born afresh 
every morning . There was always something of the 
child in her . 
Barrie ' s second chapter is entitled 11 \IJhat She Had 
Beena and he begins it by saying: 
"What she had been, and what I shall be , 
these were the two great subjects between us 
in my boyhood, and while we discussed the one 
we were deciding the other, though neither of 
us knew it . ii ll 
Up to this time (1896) Barrie had dealt with the 
past in writing his books; his reason is given in the 
fo1 ·1 ov, ing lines from Margaret Ogilvy : 
rrThe reason my books deal with the past 
instead of with the life is myself have 
known is simply this, t hat I soon g ro,. tired of 
writing tales unless I can see a little g irl 
of whom my mother has told me, wander ing confid-
ently through the pages . Such a gr i p has her 
memory of her childhood had upon me since I 
was a boy of six . " 12 
Margaret's father, a stone mason, had much talent 
a s a writer , and if he had had the advantages of his 
noted grandson, David Ogilvy might have left his mark 
on the world too . Bis wife died while their two child-
ren , a son and a daughter, were quite young. David 
had the satisfa ction of see ing his son pass from a par-
ish school to Aberdeen University,then to a divinity 
school at Edinburgh, and then to his life work at the 
Dalziel Free Church, Motherwell, where he stayed until 
after the death of his sister, Margaret 03 ilvy , in 1895 . 
He then came to live with James Matthew Barrie's father 
and sister at Strathview . David Og ilvy's character 
and successful training of his son and daughter (Mar-
garet) are important elements in the heritage of James 
Matthew Barrie . 
Barrie ' s description of his grandfather, gotten 
through his mother's eyes, is well worth giving here: 
"On tn.e surface he is as hard as the 
stone on which he chiselled, and his face 
is dyed red by its dust; he is rounded in 
the shoulders and a 'hoast' hunts him 
ever; sooner or later that cough must carry 
him off, but until then it shall not keep 
him from the quarry, nor shall his chapped 
hands, as long as they can grasp the mell . 
It is a night of rain or snow and my mother, 
the little girl in a pinafore who is al-
ready hi s housekeeper, has been many tlmes 
to the door to look for him. At last he 
draws nigh, hoasting . Or I see him setting 
off to church, for he was a great 1 stoop 1 
of the Auld Licht Kirk, and his mouth was 
very firm now as if there werA a case of 
discipline to face, but on his ¼ay home he 
is bowed with pity. 11 13 
Marg aret Ogilvy was only eight when her mother 
died, but she became mistress of her father's house and 
a mother to her little brother, mending, scrubbing, bak-
ing, sewing for her household, leaping joyfully from 
her bed in the morning because there was so much to be 
done . Through these colorful stories of her youth she 
made her son Jamie feel that Hwork is the best fun of all. tJ: 
One of her favorite stories dealt with her marriage 
of the child in her; for these stories were dramatized 
by both of them many times . It was in these close, 
understanding times with his mother that he accidentally 
discovered that literature was his "garnerr--but not 
through the intention of his mother, for she had always 
v1anted him to be a minister . •ihen he became famous as 
an author (and before) , however, she was alw r ys ready 
with her counsel to help him . 
Chapter IV deals with an nEditor . Margaret 
Ogilvy seemed to be very anxious v., hen her son went to 
London to interviev, the editor, Greenwood . She felt she 
could have handled this strange g entleman much better 
than her son; for she is quoted as saying that 
11 3- entle or simple, stupid or clever, the 
men are all alike in the hands of woman that 
f l atters them . 11 16 
After the · successful meeting with Greenwood, Barrie says:. 
11 I was now a cle to see my mother again, and 
the park seats no longer loomed so prominent in 
our map of London . Those park seats were the 
monster's glaring eyes to her . " All Marg aret 
Ogilvy could see was mothers running "wild-
eyed from seat to seat looking for their sons. 11 17 
After the author h a d definitely arrived, he became 
a candidate for membership in the Garrick Cl~b, London . 
Meredith , an old member , and a man who was said to have 
the largest vocabulary among living men, said of Barrie's 
candidacy : 
'' If there seems to be doubt of Barrie I s 
election, I will journey . J:t1 rederick Greenwood 
had asked Meredith to support Barrie . But oh, 
my work has h old of me , and a day lost is a 
dropping of blood . Vrnuld it be out of rule and 
blu shless for me to write to the Committee? 
The election of Barrie honors the club. 11 19 
One of the amusing incidents given in Margaret Ogilvy 
occurred at this time . \!· hen she learned of her "Jamie Is " 
desire to join this club she said : 
11 But I may tel l you if you bide in London 
a nd canna become member of a club , the best you 
can do is to tie a rope round your neck and 
slip out of the world . You see it doesna do for 
a ma n in London to eat his dinner in his lodgings . 
Does he g et g ood dinners at the club? Oh, they 
cov J You g et no corrnnon beef at clu s; there is a 
manzy of different things all sauced up to be 
unlike themselves . Even the p otatoes deuna look 
like potatoes . 1t2O 
In such Li ting sarcasm as she had never before used in 
sp eaking to her son, she tried to keep him from joining 
this useless club , 11 cheap a .. thirty pounds , is it no?' 
Her Scottish traits showed up, when her son was 
earning more money t h an she had ever dreamed po s sible. 
"1vioney you see r.1.eant so much to her . In 
the old days when the ar t icles arrived she did 
not read them at once; she first c ounted the lines 
to d iscover vi hat we should ge t for it . ;:,he and 
the d aughter who was so dear to her had c a lculated 
the payment per line . 11 ::.-'. l 
Th e fifth and sixth chap ters have to do with "A 
Day of Her Life 1i and "Her Maid of all Lark . Tl They tell 
of the infinite care and tender love the whole family, 
husband , daughter, and son sh wer upon their i li .ate 
Margaret Ogilvy . Her ret ellion at having t b wa. t c1 
upon has its humorous side and the reader hardly }n i,s 
whether to lau__~h or cry at her witty sayings an doings, 
for an invalid is always pat etlc e en if she n er cm-
plF.iins . 
R. L.:::i . were the initials that the literar wo1ld 
loved at this time; so it was very fitting for B r1ie to 
entitle his seventh chaJter "R •L •• Thel'e vrn.s, h w vt.r, 
one wee Scottish v, oman, who lived in irriernui1', ho said: 
"He takes no hold of mej she insisted . 1 I 
\iOuld a hantler re d your books ' 1 
v,hen Barrie would place Steveuson ' s r,ooks in hi.a 
mot11 er I s hands she would have none of them, alway 1· ach-
ing for her son's work . The family would 1 ave her· alon 
for a while and on their re + u·n she would e gull tily 
but eagerly reading from S t evenson . This proceGure con-
tinued until she had to admit that if' H. . L.S l1ad been 
her son 
11 1 dinmi deny but what I could ave fouud 
room for him . 11 83 
1 A Panic in the House' is the title of the ej~hth 
chapter, which tells of the last sickness of Larde' :J 
mother and their need of B nurse . But 'to hav str·, ng 
oman in my rnother's room- yoll ~ho re usea to them can-
not conceive what it means to us . 124 So that daughter 
whom she loved best stayed by her mother's side even un-
til death claimed her . 
The ninth chapter deals with his mother as the 
heroine of all his books . Always when Barrie would be-
gin a new story, his mother v, ould ask what it was about 
this time . 
11 1 True we can guess who it is about,' my 
sister v,ould say pointedly; 'Maybe you can guess, 
but it is beyond me ••• , My sister scorned h er 
at such times . ' What woman is in all his books? 1 
she would demand . 125 
The conversation continued in this manner until the 
daughter said it was high time Barrie was getting a new 
heroine, and the mother would say, 
" ' That is what I tell him,' she says chucklin, 
,_.,_nd he tries to keep me out, but he canna; it's 
more than he can do I ' '' 86 
In the evenings after t e mother had gone to bed 
the family would gather in her room and the new story 
would be read . Barrie always felt foolish when he would 
describe his heroine and t r y in a big bullying voice to 
say, 1 Along this p ath came a woman, 11 then his mother would 
laugh until father, sister, and Barr ie himself would de-
mand that she stop . Even if the woman coming along the 
path was a tall majestic figure, the little mother would 
say, '· It's the first time I ever heard it said of her.
1127 
So Barrie could not ever fool his mother , and it is true 
of both his plays and his novels that the readers dis over 
Margc1.ret Og ilvy in all of them . Marg ~.ret Dishart in 
The Li ~tle Minister ( 1881) is a splendid exc-lltple of the 
place Barrie gives his mother in his books . This is 
shown in the second chapter , when Margaret, the mother 
of' Gavin , says that she sav. his genius while he was still 
a child . 
' It was a minister's brow--and she decided 
when his age was still counted by months, that 
the ministry had need of him . An enthusiastic 
mother may bend her son's mind as she chooses 
if she begins at once . In those d8ys the first 
question Hsked of a child was not , ' Tell me your 
name , t but ' 1,hat are you to be? ' And one child 
in every family replied, 'A minister. 1 n28 
Coming down to one of his latest plays Dear I~rutus, 
published in 1917, the reader finds that Barrie still 
thinks of his mother alt 1ou ~h she has been deBd twenty-
two years . Mrs . Goade is Mar~Lret Ogilvy done to a turn. 
She is "a rounded old lady with a beaming smile that has 
a ccompanied her from childhood . 11 29 Ag ain the reader sees 
0arrie's mother t hro1~h the conversation of Goade when 
he is mbking love to his v, il e o.f ter his return rom the 
enchanted woods . 
nMr . Goade: 1 Old? I didn 't think of you as 
old . No , no, young--with the mov.i.n..,.; dew on your 
face--coming across a lawn in a _;la.ck and P;reen 
.&!;r een dress-- nnd cErrying such a pretty parasol . 
Old? Yes , I sunpose so . Du~ it is still the 
same soft, lovable ·ace and the same kinu, eam-
ing ~¥1ile that children could v arm their hands 
at . ,.0v 
N any , many such ex: les as these could be given 
from every one of Larrie' s works; but this is enough for 
the purpose of giving the reader an idea of the profound 
influence the frail little :::icottish woman, Margaret 
Ogilvy , had upon h r iLlustrlous son . 
The last chapter , ·'Art Thou Afraid? " is f · lled with 
much st;.dness , for James had to give up his dea.r mother . 
\,hen the word came to London that she was again dangerou -
l y ill , he left for Scotland at one . • His father ~as 
~aiting for him, but it was not of his mother's death he 
heard first; it was of the death of his sister, Jane, 
worn out from. the long vigil . She had promised her mot-
her "I' l l never leave you , mother . ' 11 ~ine, I know you' 11 
never leave me . 11 31 r~ ut it was this daughter that waited 
for the mother , seeming to cry , "Mother, you are ling er-
ing so long at the end, I have ill vrniting for you . n 
vvhen they told Margaret Og ilvy that James ould 
come at once , she said with a coni'identia.l smile: 11 He 
dll come HS quick. as trains can bring him. 11 "'11his is 
rny re,rnrd ( wrote Bo.rrie ] th: ,t is what I h .tve g ot for m:y 
books . 113 ~ 
These lines taken from Marp;aret Ogilvy sum up in a 
few words the deep and tender love Barrie had for his 
mother and are fitting as a closing for this summary: 
11For when you looked into my mother I s eyes 
you knew , as if He had told you, why God sent 
her into the world--it was to open the minds 
of all who looked to beautiful thoughts . And 
t hat is the beginning and end of literature . 
Those eyes that I cannot see until I was six 
years old have guided me through life, and I 
p r ay God they may remain my earthly judge to 
the last . They were never more my guide t ~an 
when I helped to put her to earth, not whimper-
ing because my mother had een taken away af t er 
seventy-six glorious years Qf life, but exult~ng 
in her even at the grave . «3° 
This bi ography of Margaret Ogilvy is definitely an 
outgrowt h of the life of Sir James M. Barrie, for it 
pictures in vivid manner the life of mother and son . It 
will be of lasting value in the field of literature be-
c ause of ::::,arrie I s whimsical style of writing, which is 
entertaining and readable, because of its universal 
appea l which includes innnature as well as mature readers, 
because of its delightful use of Scottish dialect, and 
most of all, beca~se of the remarkable reality of the 
character it portrays. Students can go to it for biog ra ph-
i c al data on Barrie and will gain not only knowledg e of 
the writer's life but also a wealth of material on 
Scottish characteristics and family life . If Barr ie had 
done nothing else but this one flawless miniature of his 
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Earl y Plays , 1892- 1905 
At the close of 1891 , the novel The Little Minister 
11as Barrie I s outstanding achiev,ement . His readers did 
not tnink of him in any sense of the word as a dramatist; 
but he became fascina t ed with the idea of writing plays 
and felt it was his "g ame " just as he had been firmly 
c onvinced that he should write oooks . 
His Walker , London, a farcical comedy in three acts, 
· as produced at Toole ' s Thea ter , on F ebrua ry ~ , 1 8 9 2 . 
The s c ene was on the Thames , near Maidenhead, and the 
chief' char :_l cter was a London hairdresser, named Jasp er 
Phip9s , who ran away on his wedding morning taking the 
honeymoon money .with him . He was not dishonest in this 
but wanted his honeymoon by himself . 
Jasper saw a beautiful g irl rescued from drowning 
by a bo atman , who wished Jasper to act as if he had res-
cued the girl . When she reg ained consciousness, she was 
very profuse in her thanks and took Jasp er to the house-
boat of her parents where he was acclaimed a hero . To 
carry out this role he told them he was an African ex-
plorer. Though ignorant and delightfully illiterate, 
he managed to avoid being found out . He was continu-
ally finding himself in ticklish situations which made 
the play uproariously funny . 
The play was warmly received and ran for three hun-
dred performances . Harmnerton says the reason for this 
success was that 
trt offered a freshness of humor, an oddness 
of fancy and a charmingly unconventional setting . 
The stage craft of the author was shown in the 
ease with which he carried his story through three 
acts of continuous movement without chang e of 
setting . ,rl 
Although this play had some measure of success, it 
is seldom listed among Barrie's plays even by such well-
known compilers of bibliographies as Manly and Rickert. 
The most exciting event coming out of the play was 
Barrie's "marriage at Kirriemt1ir, July, 1894, to Miss 
Mary Ansel1,u 2 a charming actress who had made her mark 
in his own ·,ialker, London . "The match was quite a little 
romance . 11 ~ 
Becky Sharp, a rather jt1venile paraphrase of Thack-
eray 's novel, Vanity Fair, was played in London in 1893 . 
It was a satire in one act, and made a g enial t h ough 
serious attempt to pour contempt on the vogue of Ibsenism 
then at i ts height . 
The next play of Barrie's goes back to his native 
c ountry . In The Professor~s Love Story, produced June ~5, 
1 894 , in London, the reader is delighted with a comedy 
of Scottish life . Professor Goodwillie (the Reverend 
Gavin Dishart of the Little Minister, g rown older and 
more stupid), who has fallen in love with Lucy, his 
pretty secretary, is so i gnorant of everything except 
his teaching that he has not the least idea of what has 
happened to him . He finds out that he is in love and 
there follows a teen- age courtship with a tree trunk as 
postoffice . Alth ough there are three acts of sentiment, 
the public received its enthusiastically . It was not 
only a success in England but was staged b y Frol1rna n in 
America in 18 96 and had a more profitable run in New York 
than in London . 
It was necessary at this ti.me (18 96) for Barrie to 
come to America , to meet Charles Frohman, who was just 
coming into his own as America's leading theatrical man-
ag er . He ,;,as v e ry enthusiastic about the success of The 
Professor ' s Love Story, and wanted harrie to make a p lay 
of Th e Little Minister a nd let him (Frohman) have the 
honor of producing it, saying that he could provide an 
a ctress for the part of Lady Babb ie who would make its 
f ortune . 
T11:9 following is a quotation given by Hammerton in 
his book Barrie : The Story of a Genius . He does not 
tell where he got t~e quotation but it is worth repeat-
ing here since it tells in ~arrie's own words his im-
pressions of Probman . 
He ras very dogged . I had only one quarrel 
with hbn, but it lasted all the sixteen years 
I knew him. He wanted me to be a playwright and 
I wanted to be a novelist . All those years I 
fought him on that . He always won, but not be-
cause of his doggedness; only because one had 
to do as he wanted . He also threatened, if I 
had stopped, to reproduce the old plays and print 
my name in lar.;;;e electric letters on the entrance 
of the theater . 3 3 
Through clever manipulation, Frohman caused 1~arrie to 
turn his attention definitely towards the theater . 
t
1The story of how that brilliant American 
actress Maude Adams at once oecbme a star and 
an inspiration to the dramatist who was to 
provida her with the greatest success of her won-
derful career is told by Marcos~on in his life of 
Frohman as follows: 'Under ~ rohman 1 s influence 
he 1 arrie) had begun to consider a dramatization 
of The Little Minister, but the real stimulus 
was lacking Gecause who could play the part of 
bab'uie? Now came one of those unexpected moments 
that shape lives . On a certain d ry barrie dropped 
into the Empire Theater (New York) to see Frohman 
, ho was out . 
"'
11 .,hy don't you step downstairs and see Rose-
mary? said l' rohman 1 s secretary . "All right, 11 
said .barrie . , o he went down into the Tolpire and 
took a seat in the last row . An hour afterwards 
he c ame rushing back to Frohman ' s office, found 
his friend in, and said to him as excitea ly as 
his ::scotch nnture wollld permit: 11Frobman, I 
have found the woman to p lay Babbie in The Little 
mini s ter l I am going to dramat ize it myself . " 
"Viho is it? 11 asked Prohman with a twinkle in his 
eye, for he knew it without asking . nrt is that 
little Miss Adams who plays Dorothy . " ' 11 "± 
Barrie and his devoted friend Robert Nicoll, who 
had accompanied Barrie to America, set sail for England 
on November 7, 1896 , after s p ending a very happy and 
profitable time in America. The sta~ ing of The Little 
Minis ter (1897) was the foundation of Barrie's fortunes 
in the theater . From the night hen he first saw Maude 
Adams p lay, the three names, Maud e Adams, Barrie, and 
Frohman were thought of as one, in connection with the 
theater, and as Maude Adams p layed the lead in 1rhe 
Little Minister as Lady Babbie, Barr ie deriveu g reat 
sa t isfaction from the boxoff ice re turns . The p lay ran 
on i t s first production for three h undred nights and 
netced gross receipts amounti ng to three hundred seventy-
five thousand dolla rs. If Barrie had never done any more 
writing this one p lay would have made him very comfort-
able financially, but there were many more successes to 
fol l ow . 
The novel is haYdly recognizable in the play and 
much more imposing are the elders who were almost lost 
in the nove l b ecause of the conversat ion of the lovers. 
B
0
rrie uses his art here in revealing a character to his 
audience in a sin:le sentence , as w1en Jean, walking 
to church, "retorts grimly to someone who speaks to 
'her: 'I Chn neither hear nor see. I am wearing my 
best alpaca I 1 
This p l ay has never been printed in book form; so 
it was impossible for the writer to read it. The in-
formation abol.lt it came from Moult I s book, l: ar1·ie. 
Taken from the Glasg ow News is a report of an in-
teresting interview gotben from an Auld Licht blder who 
had been prevailed upon to go see The Little injster 
since it was given not in a theater but in the tovn hall . 
1hen asked what he thought of the p l ay he said: 
''Oh , very guid, but the releeg ious aspecks--
weel , ye I ve heard ma views . }'awk tel l me .Mr . 
barrie 1 s din a lot o 1 good f or Thrums Lut in 
view o' this thing, man, A'm dootin' it, A1m 
dootin 1 it, A1m sairly dootin 1 it . In aiu 0 1 
his he maks Auld Lich t eld rs sveir . A'm 
thinldn I if the real 1rnld Licht eld.Jrs cud rise 
frae their i;i; raves an' see ,r.rhe Little Minist er 
that wad mak them swear. ,r b 
Even if some of the Auld Licht Elders disapproved 
Larrie 1 s methods of writing a bout bhem, many &cottish 
critics have lamented the fact thHt Barrie belon,Q:ed to 
the world now and that bhe period followi ng the product-· 
ion of t he pl ay The Little Minister foLmd the writer 
l eaving his native land and going afar for material to 
put into his plays . One critic says: 
t wltlt 11 thl <,;rlLl l.m comJn ('rom Id• own 
·cot.l nd, 11'.'rJ 1nd lh.icom 1 woelcl l'l·ttr . l11s botk 
began to be t1• ns] 1L d lnto m ny l n ruu , nd l 1 ~1 J 1 t y s 
a 1 a.red n mn y J n 11: 
m ny coL1nt l'.'J e .... . 
1 nd h I fl ) 1 11 y fl 
l'he y l'.'S 1897 to 1. 00 w r tt.np roduc t.;i vl, 11 • 'ot· 
J . v1 . Barr J Thl ml ·ht ~rnvt on due to the 01itl)I' 1k 
ot' strll' e :tn J ou th A1'rlcn . .lnc w 1r s 1' 'ect tl't ln 
u.11 1 ts l'orm n J pt rnl, , 1 90 , how Vt r, , tllr - ct 
pl y , Th~ v~eddin, · w · r ruduc n London . T 1 
----=----t lr 1 young m n ' , p flt th tt <.;Orn :1 l.: l11a 
tn Lh I'or·m oJ' hi. in1 ~1.1~un ~, wl10 1 :~ t.h n1ol.l1 r 
oJ' his cld ld . 11he l Ill, l,u nd do -jf n uriu:m 1 Lh 1 rl [', llld r;( 11-
1' eu, ,LJ alJ to hL brld , th r , y r1,11n1n, l I: m rd tR; 
nd b1•e k np~ } I VJ j' ' s heurt . 'L1 1 r < ] • L 1 C WO r•! 
lJ} secl m, ny 1' Lb crltic •tncJ. l,li -y .( 1 t th t I ll' I' 1 VvHR 
r· }ly s;ettlnp_, down to 1J \~. 1 fl( 
Ml .• M ud Adamn WH the r tr" L Lo lnt f p 1 (d, I.hr 
opened at Toledo , Ohio , in 1901 . 1,hen it crune to New 
York Miss Adruns and Barrie becrune the 'i talk of the town . n 
In Qual ity Street bar rie takes his audience away 
from the complicated modern life back a hundred years 
to an atmosphere so remote from that of today that it 
c~n scarcely be conceived of as existing . The scene of 
the play is located in a very beautiful English village 
and on the ~uality Street of the town . In a dainty tidy 
cottage live two delightful ladies whom the audience love 
a~ once . arrie describes this scene as follows: 
"The scene is the blue and white room in the 
house of the Misses ~usan and t'hoebe Throssel in 
C.,uali ty Street . Thro.igh the bowed window at the 
back we have a glimpse of the street . It is 
pleasantly broad and grass grown and is linked to 
the outer world by one demure shop whose door rings 
a bell every time it opens and shuts . The bell 
is the most f illi·iliar sound of ~uality treet . It 
is in the time of the Napoleonic ,ars and. though 
the good ladies of ~uality Street are no doubt 
busy knitting , the street i ~ not without animation--
Jentlemen in the street are an event ; but see, 
just as we raise the curtain , there goes the recruit-
ng ser;$eant . If he were to look in at the v indow 
of the blue and white room all the ladies there 
assemblea would drav. themselves up; they knm, him 
for a rude fellow who smiles at the approac~ of 
m&_iden ladies and continues to smile a1 ter they 
have passed . " 7 
Even if these two women are such prim ladies, Barrie 
hos painted them, as only Barrie c£.n, ·,.himsical and kind-
hearteci . Phoebe ,iof the ringlets 18 is the younger of the 
t-10 and is in love with Captain brm·n, v.ho says he has 
sometning important to tell her . !::>he is all aflutter as 
she fec:ls her time has come--but alas! he informs her 
he has enlisted. 
The two ladies have a pathetic strug~le ecause 
of Captain drown I s mismanagement of their small income, 
but they manage to live by holding school in their home . 
At the end of ten years C1:.>.ptain Brm,n returns and is 
unhsppy over the change in Phoebe. A very clever and 
funny situation develops when Captain Brown mistakes 
Phoebe for a fictitious niece, Miss Livvy , when he comes 
upon her dressed in her sister's lovely wedding gown , 
which was never used . She keeps up the deception until 
the situation becomes intolerable and throu~h Captain 
Brown's cleverness Phoebe 's reputation is saved . 
Katherine Hepbllrn plays Phoebe superbly in the !)hoto-
play ~uality Street . There is nothing heavy or dramatic 
in the p lay but oarrie must have bern in a delightful 
mood when he wrote it . 
The whole p lay is symbolic . Phoebe is nothing more 
than a symbol or' a woman viho cannot bear to grow old and 
lose t e atJention of the other sex . Miss Livvy is 
elusive; she is the spirit of a desire that posse3ses 
many people to try to retain lost youth . Barrie tells 
how futile this is , when he shows that Miss Livvy is a 
failure when she tries to fascinate Captain brown . 
The Admirable Crichton, produced in 190Zi, is con-
sidered one of barrie 1 s most important contributions to 
the stage . It is a problem play on a question which 
confronts the social reformer, that of class distinction . 
The pl8y is concerned with a very proper butler who 
is charf,cterized thus: 
1'To be an indoor servant at all is to Crich-
ton a badg e of honor; to b e a butler at thirty 
is the realization of his proudest ambitions. He 
is devotedly attached to his master, who, in his 
opinion, has but one fault, he is not sufficiently 
contemptuous of his inferiors . 11 9 
Lord Loam t elieves in social equality and by making 
everyone misera . le has a party once a month where ser-
vants and the daughters of Lord Loam have to appear as 
equals. Later the situation is changed when lord and 
ladies and servants are shipwrecked on a desert island, 
and the butler Crichton becomes the ~ord of the island. 
He makes love to Lord Loam's eldest daughter, who loves 
him in return. On their being saved from this situation 
they go beck to England , where they again return to their 
former stations • 
.carrie s1 ows that equality which demands that all 
men shall be equal is doomed to failure; however, if 
equality means that man can rise above his environment, 
then equality is a valuable and practical thing. 
Barrie has many islands in his p lays, both mental 
and physical, which he interprets as p laces one may g o 
to get away from the false standards of the world . Lord 
Loam's own level is found (this a pplies to Crichton as 
well) when birth, inheritance, and position are taken 
away by the complete isolation of the comp any on a de-
serted island . 
~vil l iam Lyon Phelps says in the North American Re-
view (volume 212 , p . 8 29): 
0 The Admira.ole Crichton is the greatest 
English drama of modern times . I doubt if we 
shall ever penetrate to the last significance, 
to the final essence of this p lay. Every time 
I read it there is a new revelat ion with a hint 
of somethi ng vastly imp ortant that is not shown. 
Its philosophy contains a disturbing challenge 
to the audience as every g ood drama should do. " 10 
The Admirable Crichton had run only a week when the 
curtain rose on Little Mary (1 ~03 ), which was uproariously 
funny . It was 11 stuffed with such a liberal supply of 
b arriesisms tha t t b e thinness of the plot did not inter-
fere with its enjoyment . " Moira , the chief character in 
Little Mary , refers to the stomach as "Little Mary.'' 
This was taken up as a slang phrase by t h e b ritish ?uolic, 
who at this time were rather prudish so that " stoma ch '' 
was not spoken of in polite company . The play deals with 
an Irish chemist who realizes that the English p eople 
suffer from too much eating. He invents a ne Golden Rule 
which he calls Home Rule of England : none Day , One 
Dinner . " In this sort of plot there would b e opport-
unity enough for humor and light satire to make even 
a Barrie happy . 
Barrie wrote to Frohman of his next play, Peter 
Pan , t h at he was afraid it would not be a success: 
"But it is a dream child of mine and I am 
anxious to se e it on the stag e1 1111 11 
It was so successful in London (1904) that Barrie creat-
ed a world's record through it , 'a record that Shakes-
peare himself has not challenged. 111 G It vvas produced 
in New York with Miss Maude Adams as the lead in 1904 
and has been played in London every winter since . ·1 It 
isn't Christmas t here without it, r· ,.illiam Lyon Phelps 
\,rote in the North American Tteview (vol. 212, p . 834) 
of Peter Pan: 
1This is no spring flower, or hot house plant; 
it is a hardy perennial , and will delight thous-
ands of spectators after ~e shall have all made 
our exit from the planet . It is one of the most 
profound, orig inal, and universal pl&ys of our 
epoch . No London Christmas would be complete 
without it. It is just as appealing in 1920 as 
it was in 1904, and there is no reason why it 
should not produce the same ef' f .ect in 2020 . It 
is the rapture of children, the joy of old age; 
and it ought to take its p l ace with Robinson Cru-
soe, Gulliver ' s Travels, The Pied Piper story , 
TITce in v, onderland. 11 13 
Peter Pan has been translated into nearly every 
civilized language and produced in t he theaters of many 
countries . I t was dedicated to the five Davies boys , 
who used to g o strolling with b arrie in Kensington 
Gardens (the scene of the story) and two of whom Barrie 
later adopted . There as much make-believe and children's 
play going on between Earrie , the little man ~i th the 
black moustache ,ho never gre up, and the Davies boys . 
Barrie says that to create Peter he 
11 rubbed the five of them tog ether after the 
manner of savages producing fire with t wo sticks , 
(an operation that has never ceased to fascinate 
the boyish mind of Barrie himself') --'that is all 
he (Peter) is, the spa rk I got from yout"l4 
The p lay opens with Mr . and Mrs . Darling say ing 
''goodnight" to their three c _1 ildren in the nursery--Peter 
Pan, the b oy who would not g row u p , comes in after the 
parents leaveand Vi endy meets for the first time a real 
fairy . Peter tells her the fairies are fast dying for 
'Every time a child says she does not b elieve 
in fairies a fairy drops dead . ir l5 
The children are anxious to go to the Never Never Land; 
so Peter takes them and they have a wonderful time. 
Before they g o home . i endy makes P eter promise to 
take his medicine regularly. It is p oisoned by t h e wick-
ed pirates and Tinker Bell, the faitbful fairy, drinks it 
to save Peter . She is slowly f a d ing from viev1 as fairies 
do when they die . Peter is desperate . He g oes to the 
footli ghts and thwowing out both hands, makes this a ppeal: 
rroh, you children who say you don't believe in 
fairies, show now that you do and save Tinker b ell's 
lif e ; clap your hands that she may live, Tinker 
Bell appeals to you. 11 16 
One critic says at this point when Peter Pan was first 
p layed in New York, the whole house responded with an 
applause that lasted several minutes . 
In the Harper's \rnekly for April 6, 1906, it is inter-
esting to note what Frohman, the producer , has to say con-
cerning the reason for the success of Peter Pan . Frohman 
knew that this play would not correct the situation he 
speaks of in the follov.ing lines, but he b elieved it would 
be food to the imagination . 
"Life in the big cities where huge building s 
shut off from the child all contemplation of the 
open sky and where dull g rey streets have rep laced 
green fields, where the lesson of the day is g etting 
on in the world, rather than being a child and 
enjo ying the dream of p irates, fairies, and India.ns--
all these are taken as tendencies toward early self-
consciousness and stagnation . 
11 As ag ainst t h ese facts we know t nat men, 
women and children have sincerely appreciated Peter 
Pan because of t h eir healthy i mag inations. At every 
performance old hearts and old orains live over 
ag ain the thril J s and sensations of romantic y outh. 
Its app eal is universal. 11 17 
Peter Pan is a ch arming p icture of t h e child's mind , 
for surely all children in their imaginations g o through 
the strange adventures of v1 endy . Michael Braybrooke in 
his book J.M. Barris says: 
'
1iJi hat ch ild does not long t o sai l on a fairy 
l agoon , what child does n o t believe that there are 
pirates far away over the blue sea , what child has 
no t some idea of t he Never Never Land where are 
a l l the world ' s lost bo y s? Peter Pan is not only 
a pla y; i t i s a relig ion , i t is , in a p ictorial 
way , t h e portrait of childish faith , t h at faith 
wh ich sees in fairies someth ing t nat is eternally 
beautiful and eternally just out of sight . 11 18 
This parag raph remi nds one of t h e saying of Jesus: 
" Except ye be come a s l ittle ch ildr en , ye cannot enter into 
the king dom of heaven . ·1 
Barrie sure ly has struck the k eynote to h eaven, har-
mony , happ iness , 1rhatever one wishes to t h ink of as h eaven . 
b oth adult and child c an b e t h ere for one night t h rough 
t h e s eeing of t h e i mmortal Peter P an . 
Sir George Framp ton visua lized t'eter Fan in t h e form 
of a d c inty statue set u p in t he c enter of Kens i ng ton 
Garden in May , 1912 . It is as fam i lia r to t h e 3 ri t ish 
people as is the Al b ert Memorial . 
P l ays from 1 90 5- 1920 
Barrie ' s Last Play , 1930-67 
Earrie ' s record for the next s ixte en years af ter 
reter Pan shows t h irty plays p roduced . He wrote Alice- Sit-
By- The- Fire aboQt t h e same time as Peter an with 1£ll en 
Terry in mind for the lead . Her declining years made 
it hard fo r her to do the ~hakesperean parts she had 
a l ways played ; s o this easier drama of 0 arrie's en-
abled her t o appear ag ain before t 1e immense public that 
l iked to see her act . 
It is a t h ree- act f lay in ~hich satire , fantasy , 
drama , and much comedy are blended • .barrie is at his 
best here , making fun of eve 1.7one , including the actors, 
audience , the dramatist himself , and all age s of man . 
The p lot is modern and b ased on various misunders t anding s 
&.mong the characters . Alice , the mother , tries to save 
her daughter , Amy , from h e rsel f • .Arny , the daughter who 
h a s t) ecome melodramatic because she has at t endect too 
muny p lays in her mother ' s absence , tries to save her 
mother from t i.l e dark v illain . Nei t hi r is guilty of any 
i ndis cretion but each thinks that the ot er is entang led 
in imp ro p er love aff a irs . As the curtain falls , l i ce , 
the midd le- ag ed , attr~ctive mother , has to st ep aside 
r·or her c l- arming d augh ter, and is left sit t i ng b y t h e f ire -
a ide , med i tat ing on the pas ._, ing of h e r days as t h e queen 
of man I s heart: 
'It ' s summer , done autumn t e i:;;un, fa rewell 
summer; we don I t know y ou any more . My ~ irl 
and I are lik e the little f i g ur e s in the ,,eath-
er house ; when Arny comes out , Alice g oes in . 
Ali c e- ~it - By- The- Fire h ~ncefort h- - f a rew, 1+ 
Al ice that was! I t ' s all ove r, m!
9
dear •••••• 
Make way there f or the old lad y . " 
play entitled Jane n it~ p - ---- lH ' t,I S H • !:; l' 
it ; just a rnentlon of t he d· y ni m rne f lt by Jl' tybe l~e 
Again o ar , ie se ems t::o hav e lrn v l't 1 1 J n y nt'::.J t h, 
produced no ne~ play of lrn 101 tant.: Ltnt • 1 L 08 . t 
.!!.very oma n nows a u lr-at.:t come y fi1' t 1ro:-J ntt i ln 
that year , is one of his be~t . 
in6 to his o,vn s t n.t ment bec,1u 
:There was a Maude 1\.durn• 
seA her dancing throu·h every 
o.r t' t e wr ') l.; this a · e P i-
nth w rl l l c 
)B re Of' tny fil' rlllS<!L~lpt • 1 
Austi~ Latchav writes in the Kans s City vt•r 
June ~8 , 1 9:57 : 
11day, 
· P or those~ who inl;t;il'J_.Jl'eted urrie in th1 thna ,BL' 
Mis s Adams must have LHtd,,t•, t.;oocJ. ll j 111 lit" st of' ull 
l1he 11,riter and the actce~.1 com llumt:nteJ. 011c.h utli 1• 
spiritually and product1v J-y; the on~ <,NJ t1::cl und 
recorde in his disttr1ctivo · :;lh1on , th otli t' 
embodied nd vocHlized thJ s extI'ao.rdinat· 1' le ,,li Ly . 
ach o e much l;o the ot Jer· , and ead a1u.st ll· ve val-
ued the opeer I s con tr Ll;utlon l~o Lheir c; rJ.l iued 
SLlCCess . II~ 
Th c;ent.r-al character in 'vvhat l!:'V r· is -----
sup ,OsF.;d t;.o be a ,,om:tn with no charm, ac.;cor•ding to h111• 
story , but of' co11rse, ac tu.ally 1)0:3se ..,:.3 i11g u. 1 elw.1·m. 'he 
tells her Lrother about it in tt J follov: inp- sp J ,ch: 
' Ch 1·m ls the bloom upon a woman . If' yuu l vtj 
it ou don ' t }:1c;ve to hav, ~lnythin6 el:,t;; . 11 :yoll 
don 't have, it, alJ els., vrnn 1 b do yuu my goou . •1 :C.l 
In this pl u· rrie ~oes back to his native Joi for hi~ 
mat .,rial. o..1omJ p of le n irriemiJ. r say tr1 b he ot ni. 
-- - - -- -- -
idea from a family , three brothers and a sister of Thrums . 
They vrnre well - t o-do for their time. The rather dull 
brothers l oved t heir sister very much and wanted her to 
be happily married but she had no lovers . Thro~;h trick-
ery the orothers got her a poor but brilliant husband 
and she, because of her cleverness and char·m, mt1.de a 
successful man of him in politics . The theme of the play 
is that man o ~e s all that he is or ever hopes to e to 
some woman . ,hat Every oman Knov,s was not only one of 
barrie ' s most successful plays but also ~ave him a chance 
to fly back to his native soil again . 
The Le~end of Leonora , produced in 1913 
is remarkable for one reason only . It provid-
ed the author vdth his solitary experience of hav-
ing his work hissed at t h e final curtain . The piece 
was first playei on ~eptember 4 , 1913 , and after a 
fortnight ' s performances Earrie rapidly rewrote it, 
the ne,,1 edition teing stai· ed t l· ree weeks later . 
Ev en then ~arrie was not satisried with lt ( nor 
was the public ) . rri:-;(. 
Barrie revised this in 191'7 under the title of 8ev en 
\·. omen, which shows Leonora as p oss essing sevt:..n different 
personalities . The revised form was never a success eitht1r . 
A Kiss fo1~ Cinderella ( 1 91 6 ) is a three-act p lay in 
,hich the chief c naracter is a cnarwoman, who shows that 
humanity's enduring qualities may be found in the loNly . 
'l1his lon; play came at the end of one of t · e unproductive 
periods , excepting for t ' 1e short pl~ ... ys . 
The next year Dear Brut s , one of Barrie ' s most 
outstanding plays , was reduced . f--3raybrooke says in 
J . M Bar rie : 
' Dear brutus is without any doubt the 
most perfect exnression of the narrie gen"ius , 
that genius ihich makes us sob when we feel 
we ought to laugh, to laugh when we feel -ive 
ought to cry , the genius that sends us miles 
ack to the days when we clayed horse down 
the lanes; the days we were stupid enoug h to 
wish we might grow up . For it is in the mel-
ancholy wistfulness , the soft glow of mourn-
fulness, that we come upon the essence of 1-ar ·rie . "'·3 
The curtain rises on a scene which rarrle describes 
thus : 
1'The scene ls a durkened room, which the 
curtain reveals so stealthily that if there 
was a mouse on the sta~ e it is there still . 
Our object is to catch our t wo chief charact-
ers unaware; they are Darkness and Light . 11 G4 
The audience gets the feeling tha t the people they 
are to know are in a state of indec ision . 
There are five ladies on the stage . They h ve scented 
a mystery and mean to make the butler Matey tell them 
about their terrifying host, Lob . Matey says only one 
thing that helps a little to olve the mystery: "A ove 
all , ladies , I ouldn I t g o into the vvOods ." 
It ls soon learned that these people whom Lob has 
invited for his Midsummer Night experiment, are a rest-
less , unhappy lot, who wish they could live their lives 
over ab::tin . h.ro gh much proddi e \:I. .... s t L 
to tell them that if they go i to the myst ri llS w ) d, 
which has come up to the indows , they vill 11 
given a second chance . In the la t uart of th t 
act they all rush out except the de r 1 tLle ol y, 
I rs . Coody , who loves her rather worthless nd ls s t~ 
isfied as his vife . 
The second act shows the mysterious oo :;i , rn th 
complete rness these people are makin of the r v0· . 
They have made far different choice but tl r ch ct j 
are the same . The philanderer is st 11 ei. Jhi andrr r . 
He merely has a different if'e and a dif'f .cent rn1 s tn,· · 
The crook has gained wealth 1Jut ls st tll dis.how · t 
Lady Caroline and Matey , the utler, ive thr 
humor by being marrieu while ln th fore i.;. 1h JJ' I; Ul.:1 
is in the relation of the one drunk n 0 , L'th , rnj h 
'might - have- been daughter, Mar; ·aret. Dr,~rth 11.3 no raO!'< 
successful ~s an artist tnan h is n real 11f0, wh0rr 
he thinks he has talent but h s en th rt,d Jy 1· 
wife's ambition for wealth. Howev..,r, he 1~ f.' ; 1 r· 1i1 
the wood in his hwnan rel a tlons w i tb hi· migh 1:;-h· v<.1-
been' dai.lght"'r . The conver" · tlon of Mar· .r-et nd D ar·t l 
takes up th CJ __.r·eater p rt of e 3 cond · r~l; ar d , .. or t, 1n· 
some very charming and pathetic lines . An old lady 
passes by who proves to be Alice , Dearth's wife of 
the first act . The attraction of the wife is great-
er than that of the daughter and the moaning cry of 
Margaret , 11 Daddy, come back; I don't want to be a 
might - have- been , '1 leaves the audience in tears . 
The third act is a return to the living room of 
Lob ' s home . The men have turned out to be cads and 
they know it and the women are somewhat disillusioned . 
The audience feels that Dearth could have been steadier 
if his wife had given him a daughter . One of the most 
pathetic moments in this last act is when Dearth real-
izes that he really did have a daughter in the woods , 
who was only a might - have-been . His heart - b reaking cry 
"'My God! tt g ives the audience a pathe t ·_c pi cture of his 
fe eling at not having a child . One has a fe eling that 
Mrs . Dearth is changed just a little and that maybe 
these two 1.rill solve their p rob lems with less friction . 
One of the happy moments of the p lay is the re-
uniting of the Coadys and their abiding love for each 
other . This gives the audience a feeling that life is 
not entirely futile . 
Barrie leaves his audience in no doubt as to the 
way h e fee l s about a second chance for people either 
i n l if e or in a change of partners . He has no time 
for the wishy- washy who are always wanting som thing 
they cannot have and he evidently believes that people 
would be no better if they did have the chance to relive 
their lives . 
Mary Rose was Barrie's next triumph, being pro-
duced in 1920 . It is a story of a young girl .vho is 
lost t o the world on an island in Scotland and comes back 
after her husband is an old man . It is too fantastic 
to be enjoyab le . It is the hardest of narrie's p lays 
t o interpret ; there are so many guesses that one could 
make and none of them in all probability would be right 
It might be interpreted in this way, that although Mary 
Rose comes to womanhood and motherhood , at heart she is 
but a child . This is seldom the case, however , in real 
life . Braybrooke says of Mary Rose in his J . M. Barrie: 
,rMary Rose is then, when all is a aid and 
done , a tra6 eay . It is a tragedy because it 
aemonstrated all too clearly that contact with 
the world necessarily mf1kes us old, in years 
it matters not , but old in outlook, when the 
word 'old ' does not denote sympathy, under-
0tanding , and charm, but bitterness or unsat-
isfied resianation . Thus b arrie does make us 
0 • 
realize that the reason that Mary Rose retains 
so much of her childish innocence is that she 
is lost on an island , in other .vords , she is 
kept fr'om harsh com:;a t with the rld rrh 
thought is really tr ~1 tit is no. h pe-
less, due to the fact chat th re are in the 
world Mary Roses who do manage to keep a air 
portion of their nildlike pu ity ut they 
are so few and far et e~n that their pre ence 
makes too little mark on the ld ynical 
.orld. 1 c-5 
are those people who leave us with a 1 nging :fr the 
·might-have-been." ·rhey a.re oth symbolic of vain 1 ng-
in.gs . 
In looking back over these sixteen years in the 
life of Sir James .at the Barr'le one sees th imn ,nse 
amount of work the dramatist has d 11e. I he ha n t 
failed at times one would have felt that he must be 
super-human; but because of these failures there is a 
closer tie betveen him and his admiring public. 
Short Plays 
The one-act r,lays that barr.te wrote between 190t-i -
1920 are all to be ranJ{ed ronong his lesser works. The 
Twelve Pound Look, produced in London in 19 3, is runong 
the best of these . It is one of the author's clever an 
bi ting satires on the lil'e of the rlch domineering lms-
band and his meek wife . Kate, the first wife of ·ir 
Harry Simms , has found that she can earn her living . 
She buys a typewriter for t welve pounds and becomes a 
pub lic stenogranher . Several years later she is called 
to the house and discovers it is the home of her former 
husband and his submissive second wife . In the course 
of the conversation Kate , who is quite happy , although 
Sir Harry can 't understand it , tells Sir Harry, 
11 If I ,,as a husband--i t is my advice to all 
of them- - I would often watch my wife quietly to 
see whethep,the twelve-pound look was coming to 
her eyes . 1 "-' 6 
As the curtain comes down Lady Simms, the second 
wife, who has admired Kate 's dexterity in handling the 
typewriter- , to h8r husband 's consternation asks , 
"Lady Sirrnns: Are they very expensive? 
Sir Harry: What ? 
Lady Simms: Those m8chine 0 ? 
n,hen she has gone the possible meaning of 
her question startles him . The curtain hides 
him from us , but we may be sure that he will 
soon be bland again. ,. e have a comf or bable 
feeling, you and I, that there is nothing of 
H::irry Simms in us . 11 27 
The v ill also belongeo to 1913, and is much more 
serious though it js characteristic of Barrie . Its open-
ing scene is in a law office in which a humble will is 
being made by a hopeful , shy young man and his bride . 
The next scene is in the same old-established law 
office twenty years later, after the wife's death; the 
husb cmd doe.en ' t know what to do with his money which 
has brought him only estrangement and grief . Here 
are much pathos and irony and Barrie handles them in a 
masterly fashion . 
Pantaloon, Rosalind , Der Tai;i;, The ,iill , and The 
T:velve Pound Look, al] one-act plays , ,10re printed in 
one volume which from a financial standpoint was very 
suceessful as people were beginning to read plays more . 
Many of tliese short dramas were nroduced as the 
oceasion demanded . Such were those pertaining to 
the war, which included The Old Lady S~ows Her Medals , 
The Nev, ,, orld, Bar1 ·ura 1 s ,.edding , and A .. ell-rerrembered 
Voice, which were staged in 1918 . Der Tag was a war 
play but was produced in 1914 and had for its theme the 
Kaiser 's entrance into the war and his desire for power . 
There are other short olays, such as Half-an-Hour, 
Old Friends (1918) , and Shall vie Join the Ladies (198U) . 
This last one mentioned represents Barrie ' s one and only 
contribution to the ~aeon- Shakespeare controversy . The 
controversy was raised over a signed document (supuosed-
l y by Shakespeare) in t hese words: r1'R.e cei ved of Lady 
cacon for fathering her play of Hamlet , five pound~ , •26 
This was the last play Barrie ever wrote . 
These short plays are interesting and deal in a 
humorous and sarcastic way (bu sometimes tragic ) with 
the social themes of the dav, but they are a minor part 
of his works . 
Barrie's plays, at least the best of them, may be 
divide into three groups, all of which have been in-
fluenced by his lH' e. The first group, hicl. .. made use 
of materials from native cotland, is best represented 
by :nhe Little .·Hnister and hat Every ·. or1.an Kno ws . The 
Professor's Love Story and some of the shorter p lays 
also belong to this group . 
These plays show a greater reali t y, more assurance 
and polish, than his novels using ne same materials . 
For example the dramatic version or The Little . iinister 
is a great improvement over the novel of the same title, 
particularly in his closer approximation to real lif e. 
Realities were al ays a great discomfort to Barr ie, out 
he seems to have overcome this diff iculty to some extent 
at this tirre . This could be accounted for by his g reat-
er contact with the outside wo!'ld . .,hat Zvery . oman 
Kno,s combines effective realism in char::i cter and action 
with clever social satire and polished s tyle . Some 
of Bar rie ' s best dialogue is to be found in the plays 
of this g roup because he is familiar with his own 
Scottish people to a greater degree than with any other . 
Some of the critics, as has been shown above, regret 
that Barrie did not return oftener to this native Scott-
ish material which he handled so effectively in dramatic 
form . 
A second group of Barrie's best plays draws their 
material from the greater world which he came to know 
outside of Scotland; the majority of them have English 
settings . These plays usually emphasize social problems 
and genial social satire, occasionally with a touch of 
fantasy or a brief excursion into serious realism . In 
this group may be included several short plays dealing 
with the World ~var such as Der Tag and The Old Lady Shows 
Her Medals . 
Here it seems Barrie is at his best because of this 
touch of fantasy and the adding of social satire. It 
is a perfect combination for him; without satire his 
tenderness and sympathy would degenerate into unbalanced 
sentiment and without fantasy there would be cynicism . 
Garrie is not Barrie without these; but where these are 
in evidence , as in Quality Street , there is Barrie at 
his best . 
The .. edding Guest is an outstanding example of Barrie's 
failure when he did not follow his usual method combining 
these two . Here he tried to imitate Ibsen in his cynical 
handling of drama , and the p lay was a miserable failure . 
Quality Street (1901), although belonging to the 
group of social satire , gives an intimation of the fairy 
immortality that later on is developed further through 
Yeter Pan and Mary Rose . This theme, in Quality Street, 
has given the psychologists much to conjecture over in 
trying to procure a remedy for those immature individuals 
who refuse to grm1 up • 
The Admira ole Crichton (1903) is presumably the most 
outstanding of this group . Here sham democracy and sham 
aristocracy are mercilessly satirized . Pathos and trag edy 
underlie this democracy and again Barrie is at his best 
in dealing with them . 
Alice- Sit-By-The-Fire (1905) is a combination of 
satire , fant asy , comedy , and drama, but again the satir-
izing of the woman who cannot bear to g ive up her youth is 
the main theme . 
Among the short p lays of social satire The T¼elve-
ound Look (1914) is outstanding . The satirical andling 
of the husband ,ho ants a wife to display his gains, 
is superb . 
A third group of Barrie 's outstanding 1 ys, in-
cluding fantasies and fairy plays , draw their inspiration 
from English folk lore, though their details are largely 
the product of r,arri e 1 s own imagination . Peter Pan owes 
something to the Davies bors, but he is also a.not-too-
distant relative of Puck and Robin Goodtellow and Ariel 
and other small personages of Bnglish fairy lore. Dear 
Lrutus makes use of those foJk superstitions about Mid-
summer Night and May Eve which have furnished materials 
also to other dramatists, notably to Shakespeare for~ 
l idsurnrner Night's Dream and to iilli m Butler Yeats for 
The Land of Heart 's Desire . At least a sug~estion for 
Mary Rose may have come from the balled of Thomas Rymer 
and many another medieval ballad or romance in which a 
mortal remains young during a prolonged stay in fairy land. 
Dear Brutus and leter Pan are the outstanding plays 
of this group . Dear Brutus , as has been shown above, is 
fantasy primarily , but it is also social satire. The two 
elements are fused into an excellent stage play v1 i th, for 
most audiences, a strong emotional appeal. ~eter Pan 
is a direct outgrowth of Barrie's association with the 
n~vies family of London, as has been stated before . 
p lays ill live because of their universal appeal. 
These 
They 
are es good at one season as another and vdll be as go d 
in a hundred years as today . The theme of .feter Pan 
appeals to adults as ell as children, for everyone has 
a desire to go back to the simplicity of childhood . Then 
a~ain young and old never seem to tire of a desire to re-
turn to the land of fairies and elves, in this way letting 
their imaginations have free play . The message of thjs 
play is comparable to that of flowers: that life ~ould 
not have been quite so sweet if Barrie had not written his 
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C H."!.PT ill VI 
Barrie's Attitude Toward Life 
As Shown By His ¼ritings 
One of the ways that t 11e reader can analyze Barrie I s 
attitude toward life is by studying t h e characters that 
he uses . They may easily be classified into three types . 
The first type deals with the real or rt true-to life " 
characters , contained in his Auld Licht Idylls--his " aine-
folk . 11 The second type in this grouping will be those 
individuals who are on the border line between fantasy 
and realism such as Mary Rose in the play of that name. 
The third and last type has to do with the purely fantast-
ic or fairy characters such as Peter Pan of the play Peter 
~and Lob , the Puck-like character in Dear Brutus . 
The criticism that his characters are not real has 
been brought against Barrie many times . robably there 
is a confusion of his mortals and fairies . The characters 
which he dea ls with in his books about Thrums are indeed 
very mortal , human , and true-to-life . These surely pass 
the pupular test of being portraits of queer but real per-
sons . Look , for instance , at the chapter in Auld Licht 
Idylls entitled "Cree Queery and Mysy Drolly" in.which 
"The children used to fling stones at Grinder 
Queery because he loved his mother . He and his 
mother were Queery and DrolJy , contemptuously so-
c alled and they ansvi:ered to these names . 11 1 
Could there be any more real characters than these 
cruel children who flung stones at a broken old scissors 
grinder and his mother Drolly? ~ueery , who \~as always 
afraid , bec~use of the taunts of these same children thought 
his beloved mother would have to go to the poor house . 
He also was a decidedly real if pathetic figure . Barrie's 
attitude toward life is found in the truthful way he hand-
les his cnaracters . The reeder knows he is not a complete 
cynic or a pure idealist . The Scottish children spoken 
of are not the desirable kind but Darrie gives a pleasing 
side of the child nature in Sentimental Tommy when Tommy 
protects Grizel from the taunts of the villa[ e boys, be-
cause her mother is II a painted lady . 11 Then Barrie sees 
life at its worst and best, but the reader feels that he 
always sees more goodness than badness in humanity . 
The second class of characters are those that zre on 
the l order line cetween reality and fantasy . In his plays 
one wi l l have to define the meaning of nreal . 11 Which 
is t h e real , the par t of humanity one can see or the part 
that is invisible? Barrie seems to be able tc look deep 
down into the soul of a man, woman , or c oi ld and find 
the i mmortality in humanity, that part which is seldom 
discerned by the ordinary individual on the street . The 
essence of Mary Rose is that she is always a child at 
heart . But could she have retained the childishness if 
the island in Scotland had not hidden her away from 
harsh contact with t h e world? It would b e a hard thing 
to do, but once in a great while one does find women who 
do manag e to keep a fair p ortion of their child-like 
faith and purity . The value of such characters is the 
desire they give t h e audience to try to revive this lost 
someth ing of ch ildhood. 
Barrie's attitude is again clearly stated in these 
border line cn aracters. He felt t h at people must get 
of1· by themselves on islands, as it were, away from all 
worldly contacts , to find themselveo . He has said in 
some of his magazine articles that he had many more is-
lands for himself outside of his p lays than those within 
t h em and that they were more real than the one on which 
the Admirable Crichton and his companions were stranded . 
The third class of characteri zation if the fairy 
folks . It ~ee~ as though these fairies are t he ideals 
and wishes of all people . In Peter Pan there is the charm-
ing picture of the child's mind in his love of adventure, 
vvhich never leaves an individual. Then there is 
always a striving against the inevitable, a striving 
not to grow up. Peter never wanted to g row up, for 
he knew he ould lose his faith; then he would not be 
able to fly . He lived in the beautiful ch ild's world 
of fairies to which everyone likes to g o and esca pe the 
cold, bitter connnercial world of fac t s . 
There is much more for older p eop le in this phil-
osophy of the fairy than for children . It is t h at 
melancholy, wistful longing people have for the d ays 
when they really b elieved in fairies, a d e sire to have 
that trusting sweet faith of childhood ag ain. Barrie 
seemed to retain this attitude toward lif e b e t ter than 
most grown-up s . One wonders if it could h a ve been a 
result of the early tra ining of his mothe r with her child-
like trust and understanding of higher t h i ng s • 
.L'.·arrie I s attitude toward marriag e is h a r d to de-
.1' ine. In Dear Brutus, when the couples g et tired of each 
other, he p ermit s them in the enchanted vv ood to t r y some-
one else, a nd each finds that t h e orig i nal p ar tner is 
best . Also in What Every oman Kno ~"'s , he has Magg ie, t he 
clever wife, force her Joh n to b e in the comp any of Syb il, 
whom he t J. inks he loves . In a short while tt1ey are b oth 
so tired of e a ch other t 1at they are ready to g o back, 
he to his Magg ie, and she to her lover . :'.::.ar r ie allowed 
his own v.ife t o get a divorce at the time wllen divorce 
was not the rule . 
The question of equality in The Admiraule Crichton 
is handled very cleverly through gentle and pleasant 
satire • .carrie shows that men are unequal and goes 
f'arther and says they like being so. He shoV\s that the 
people who least want homage are those to whom homage 
is due . The lord can be on an equal basis with his but -
ler but the butler is and wants to be superior to those 
beneath him, such as the page boy and the house ·,,naid . 
In nearly every book or play ~arrie has written 
there seems to be an idealizb.tion of womanhood, a portray-
al of womanhood at its very best . ~ven if he must sho, 
such a character as the ,t)ainted lady in Sentimental Tommy 
he does it so kindly and sympathetically that the reader 
,Fnts to find only the good in her. After the reading 
of Mar garet Ogilvy, one can readily understand why Barrie 
wanted always to idealize the women, as it shows how 
completely his mother's influence was felt in everytning 
he did . 
Barrie's attitude toward death was a beautif'ul one, 
and now since he has been gone only a few days, one likes 
to think of his sane and wholesome viev1 of the ''great 
adventure . 11 v~hen his mother died, his words taken from 
Margaret Ogilvy tell so much: 
'Those eyes that I cannot see until I was 
six years old have guided me through life, and 
I pray God they may remain my only earthly 
judge to the last. They were never more my 
guide than when I helned to put her to earth, 
not whimpering because my mother had been 
taken a -,-ay after seventy- six glorious years of_' 
life, but exulting in her even at the grave . ''"' 
One of the beautiful lessons that the observer 
could 6 et from the play Mary Rose is that one must not 
mourn the death of loved ones too much; th.ey are as birds 
that have flown so high that they are lost to view . 
In the following letter is given a clear picture of 
Barrie's attitude toward love and death, his religious 
views and his b elief in the mystical world. It was 
written to t ,.e session and congregation of the Free 
Church of Bower, May 11, 189 :::; , after the death of their 
young minister who had been the betraoched lover of Jane 
Barrie. 
'To you, at the grave of him who was in three 
weeks ' time to become her husbBnd, my sister 
sends her l ove. She has not physical strength 
to be with you just now in body , but she is with 
you in spirit and God is near her, and she is 
not afraid. You are her loved ones , for it was 
you who , under God, called him to Bower and gave 
him the manse to which he was about to bring her, 
and , as he loved you, she loves you . 
'God who gave his Son for the redemption of 
che worla, has told her that He had been of the 
disciples! life also , a~d that he died to bring 
his people of ~ower to God's house . So Jod 
chose his own way and took her Jim, her dear 
young minister , and she says , God ' s will be 
done ; and she thanks Him for taking away so 
suddenly only one who was ready to face His 
maker without a moment ' s warning . His g reat 
g oodness , she says t o you , in not taking some-
one who was unprepared is her comfort and 
should oe yours . And she prays that Mr . v.in-
ter I s six months ' ministry among you, and his 
death among you while doing his duty has b orne 
and will continue to bear good fruit . And 
always she will so pray , and she asks you to 
pray for her . And she says you are not to 
grieve for her over- much for she is in God's 
keeping . 
11 This is a word from her brotl-)er , who can-
not leave her to come to the funeral of his 
dearest friend, the purest soul I have ever 
known . It is a word about her . You have 
never seen her , but you knew him, and they 
have always b e en so alike in the depths of 
their reli~ious feelings, in their humi lity, and 
in many other things you knew aoout him, and 
loved him for that you may a lways think of 
them as one . There were four years and a half 
of their love story , and it began the hour they 
first met . It never had a moment's break; there 
was alvays some thing pathetic a oout it, for 
they never parted , and they n ever wrote but 
s o lemnly and tenderly , as if it might be for 
the l as t time . !he ¼istfulne~s of his face, 
which you m1st all have noticed , meant early 
death . They uoth I'elt t hat the one would be 
taken from the other , though he tho11ght that he 
would be the survivor . Theirs was so pure a 
love that God was ever part of it. Let all 
the youth of i-tOier remember t hat there is no 
other love between man and woman save that . 
J . M. Barrie."3 
Barrie ' s greatness lies in the fRct t ha t he always 
appeals to the best in man . He can make his audience 
laugh or cry; he never makes them ang ry and never offends 
or causes them to be too cynical . His irony is s o 
~entle that it could give one only the feeling of humor . 
His works have a universal appeal and always are for 
any period, which will be their reason for immortality . 
Barrie not only feeds the body , but also nourishes the · 
soul. One feels that he looks on life with kindness and 
sympathy . It is a noble something worth living . He 
touches it lightly as a holy thing, realizing that the 
matePial is only temporary and that the mystical, the 
ideal, the true values are permanent . 
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